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What’s that sound? It's the futuristic innovations of
pioneer producer Joe Meek. Prepare yourself for an
hour of clavioline, reverb and space-age bliss.

Pull up a cushion and light that incense. Acid Alex
brings your weekly dose of groovy, psychedelic,
freakbeat and experimental sounds.

Join recording artistes for a selection of British and
American tracks that influenced their lives. Watch out
for a brand new show every month.
Now playing: Ray Dexter, Decca star 1962. Previous
guests have included Chas Hodges, half of Chas &
Dave, formerly of The Outlaws.

You don't need to go to Brighton with your scooter to
hear the coolest mod tunes anymore, it's all here on
Radio Sutch.

Dust off your white Cuban-heeled boots for the Go-Go
show. Tune in and drop out for a rediscovered treasure
trove of funky babes and soulsters from the age of cool.

Cry your heart out, it's the saddest/slushiest/sexiest
retro sounds we can find. Just be sure to wake up little
Susie before the early hours or you'll be in trouble deep.

Ever popular, this hour we gladly give over to you. Only
thing we ask is that your request is a track pre-1965.
Contact options are on the website.

Italian babe Asia has a fetish for obscure, lost music
from the past. Tune in to her late night delectable show
for a retro sadistic kick in the face.

Join The Professor for British and American rockin'
sounds. All the Rock'n'Roll, rockabilly, jump jive
favourites to get your Sunday night swingin'.

The roots music magazine presents a fantastic array of
LIVE music from the pioneers of early Rock'n'Roll,
skiffle, blues and pop. Exclusive to Radio Sutch.

Attention ravers, rockers, freaks, monsters and loonies!
Join Loony Lord Toby Jug for the Official Monster
Raving Loony Party radio show. News and tunes
aplenty.

Capt'n Doc scavenges the stormy internet sea to bring
you a treasure chest of musical gems and golden
nuggets. Send us YOUR tracks and he'll play them.

Tune in to www.RadioSutch.net (particularly on Wednesdays!)
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Sooty says:

“Oooooooooooooooooooo
ooooooooooooooooooooooo
oooooooooooooooooooo”
So... HOLD THE THIRD PAGE!

Hi Gang.
Phew!! August already, how time flies. Are you enjoying this wonderful weather we are having at the
time of writing, at times almost comparable for those Woodies who are old enough to remember that
glorious long hot summer of 1976?
Have you been tuning in each and every Wednesday to on-line radio Sutch? This former pirate like
Caroline now broadcasts on-line, and at 9pm they very kindly allow Tales From The Woods to air
their pre-recorded shows at the Borderline, kicking off back on 17th July with a truly wonderful set
from Cliff Bennett along with our fantastic TFTW House Band followed a week later by an excellent
set from our very good friend Cliff Edmonds. this past Wednesday saw eclectic sets from Robb
Shenton and Wee Willie Harris who, at the time of the show in January this year, was just two
months away from celebrating his 80th birthday. You will have to tune in each Wednesday to know
who will be on the show as we like to keep it a secret.
There is indeed some wonderful music to be heard on this station apart from our shows so stayed
tuned and offer them all your loyal Woodie support if you can. It is run purely on a voluntary basis
by the charming Giselle whom many of the musicians who read our magazine would no doubt have
met in years past as she is the daughter of the drummer, the late Carlo Little, who for many years
was a member of Screaming Lord Sutch’s Savages who also had a spell pre-Charlie Watts in the
Rolling Stones.
Denis Hoare, a loyal Woodie, prepares the shows each week and introduces them. Denis is also
heavily involved in the radio station and has very kindly set up a twitter account for us, so please
feel free to check out not only Denis’s hard work for us but all things Radio Sutch. Just a quick
glance at their website will see many a familiar name to us presenting shows for the station including
singer/songwriter and former recorder for Joe Meek, Ray Dexter who has appeared on our shows
twice in the past.
You will already have passed the full details as displayed on Page 2.
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As we mentioned in Issue 73, on Sunday 29th September we shall be at the
Spice Of Life, 6 Moor Street, London W1, just a couple of minutes walk from
either Leicester Square and Tottenham Court
Road tube stations where we shall be presenting
the first ever Tales From The Woods pub venue
when American Rock’n’Roll legend Roddy
Jackson makes his first ever central London gig.
Backed by our full six piece Tales From The
Woods Houseband, joining us as a support will be
Cliff Edmonds who, as you all know, is no stranger
to a TFTW stage. This basement venue has been a professionally run
venue for many years and has excellent facilities so we certainly hope
we can find time and opportunities to follow up with future events.
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Space is limited in this intimate venue so if you have not ordered your ticket yet, might I suggest you
do so as soon as possible as tickets will soon be sold out. It is not every day you get the opportunity
to witness a first generation piano playing, saxophone blowing, Rock’n’Roll original singing at an
ideally suited London venue. So don't be square, be there. As you all know folks, without your
support we can’t bring you these exciting events.
The full flyer is included at the end of my section.
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Whilst on the subject of tickets, they are on sale now for our much anticipated show at London’s
finest music venue, The Borderline on Sunday 26th January where we will be celebrating an
incredible No 9 of the 2is Reunion/British Rock’n’Roll Heritage Shows featuring Chris Andrews, Mike
Berry, Jimmy Powell, Buddy Britten, Lee Curtis, certainly a bill that equals anything we have done
in the past. Chris Andrews, he of Yesterday Man fame, has not done a London show for many a
decade, with a Rock’n’Roll show like you would have seen him do on clips from Oh Boy on the
internet, no doubt even further back in time. Liverpool this time will be represented by the man with
a truly wonderful voice, Lee Curtis. I have no idea when Lee last appeared in the capital, perhaps
there are Woodies out there who can enlighten us or indeed Lee might be able to himself. Likewise
for the Sugar Babe and Tom Hark man, the excellent Jimmy Powell. To say this rockin’ rhythm and
blues man will be making a long overdue return to a London stage would be a gross
understatement. Buddy Britten is no stranger to our shows and, although absent for a few years,
he will be leaving his home in Jersey to make a welcome return. Also returning, although of more
recent appearance last January to be precise, Mike Berry. This fantastic performer this time is
doing something very different. I can’t let on as it is indeed a secret at present. No doubt we might
be able to disclose in Issue 75.

The unsurpassable full six piece Tales From The Woods Houseband will once again be backing all
the performers and Rockin’ Ricky will be doing what he does best - MCing the event as well as
singing a tune or two.
Keep an eye on our website for further details, soon all the information will be on there. Flyers too
we expect to be ready for circulation before the month of August is out.
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News hot off the press gang. On Tuesday 22nd October yours truly will be returning to radio
Caroline as a guest on Dell Richardson’s Rock’n’Roll Radio Show to chat about all things TFTW
past and present and no doubt in particular the upcoming 2is 9 show which come October will just
be a few months away, along with playing 25 tracks of my choice. I think this will be my fourth visit,
but as many loyal listeners to Dell’s show know there are Woodies who appear far more often than
I, in particular that man with the wonderful collection of records esoteric, Peter Gold who, as many
of you may not be aware, is the son of bandleader from the golden days of the dance bands, Harry
Gold and his Pieces Of Eight. Peter, along with his son Jason, are regulars at all TFTW events
including our last Friday of each month central London gang meet ups.
That fountain of knowledge of all things old time music hall, Gaslight Bill Haynes, who has been
absent from our pages for a few issues, is no doubt waiting for an old lamplighter to ignite him once
again. He too is a Caroline regular. We always advise via round-robin emails who is going to guest
on the show so keep a close eye on the robins gang.
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It's time to go now. It's been great fun as always chatting to all you loyal members. I shall be back,
same page, in Issue 75. As ever we have to close paying tribute to all those wonderful performers
who have sadly passed away over the past few months. Since starting this column we have lost
even more including the great Bobby Blue Bland, Little Willie Littlefield, and Alvis Wayne to name
but three and we shall endeavour to give these artists the send-off they deserve in future issues.
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to Italian
Rock’n’Roll singer Little Tony who died of bone cancer upon 27th May
aged 72.

V

V

Although very much a name known to but a few musos in the UK, in his
native Italy however he was a huge star who enjoyed a long and
successful career in both music and films. Certainly his status is
comparable to that of Sir Cliff Richard in the UK, or Johnny Halliday in
France. In particular, in common with the latter, his popularity could not transcend national borders.
No doubt with this in mind I pondered the idea of bringing the Italian star to the UK for an appearance
on our annual 2is Shows. He had notched up a creditable CV by appearing on seminal Television
Rock’n’Roll shows produced by Jack Good, Boy Meets Girls in 1959 and the following year in
Wham, so why not? He just needed maybe to forget his massive star status at home to participate
alongside many of his buddies from the old days for one evening of fantastic entertainment in old
London town.
The first of two discussions with his management proved to be surprisingly fruitful; alas the second
a few weeks later not so. Unbeknown to me at the time, the San Marino star was indeed in very poor
health and so it seemed likely it would not happen for the foreseeable future. Sadly he would prove
to be one of a tiny few that we were robbed of witnessing on a Tales From The Woods stage.
Little Tony was born Antonio Ciacci on 7th February 1941. Always presumed to be Italian he was in
fact born inside the tiny independent state of San Marino and neither he nor his parents ever took
up Italian citizenship. A career in professional entertaining began in the mid-fifties with he and his
brothers Enrico and Alberto singing songs of the day at weddings, anniversaries and other similar
events. However Rock’n’Roll would soon be breaking out across Europe, a tidal wave that would
sweep so many off their feet and change lives forever, young Antonio being no exception.
By 1957 a name change to Little Tony, naming himself after one of his two
biggest heroes Little Richard, the other being Elvis whom he may have
imitated a little too closely in his later years, the three brothers were soon to
become possibly Italy’s first Rock’n’Roll group. A series of singles were
released over the next couple of years, all of which were covers of American
originals from the likes of Chuck Berry and Gene Vincent.
In 1959 Little Tony & his Brothers were recommended to TV Producer Jack
Good by another Italian singer Marino Marini who felt that Tony was a better
singer than Cliff Richard. Good almost immediately left for Italy to see the
group in action for himself and arrange a meeting which resulted in them
coming to the UK in September 1959 to appear on ITV’s Boy Meets Girls Show.
The first single released in the UK would be their 11th in Italy entitled 'I Can’t Help It’. However it
would prove to be their third single that, albeit briefly, allowed their name to be heard by a wider
market. 'Too Good', penned by the song-writing genius of Doc Pumas & Mort Shuman, gave the
group a No 19 hit on the UK charts in 1960. Further attempts to crack the UK charts proved elusive.
Despite that, further television and personal appearances continued through to 1962 before
returning permanently to Italy.
1961 would give the group a big seller in their native country with the song ‘24,000 Kisses’, a duet
with Adriano Celentano whom by all accounts was both a good friend and rival for a number of
years. The following year Little Tony went solo and went to No 1 in the Italian charts with ‘The Boy
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With The Quiff’ or ‘Ragazzo Col Ciuffo’ for our Italian subscribers. As a solo
performer he would enjoy many a success including the 1966 million seller
‘She Will Laugh’.
The summer of love the following year had little effect on Italy’s biggest pop
star who spent nine weeks at the No 1 spot with ‘Crazy Heart’ [Cuore
Matto]. 1969 would see him form his own record company, Little Records,
continuing to perform and record through the ensuing decades. 1975
would see the release of his Elvis tribute album 'Tony Canta Elvis'.
He would also experience considerable success on the silver screen
appearing in over twenty films, the most well known outside of his native country being the 1962
musical comedy movie '5 Marines Per 100 Ragazze' which also starred Virna Lisi, a flimsy tale of
five GIs who managed to find themselves holed up in a female college.
In 2006 he suffered a major heart attack whilst on tour and two years later he recorded a
well-received album entitled ‘Non Finisce Qui’ [This Is Not The End]. He continued to perform on
television and famously enjoy his collection of Ferrari cars until retiring from public view after being
diagnosed with bone cancer. His wife of twenty one years Giuliana pre-deceased him by twenty
years.
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Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to Country
singer, songwriter/guitarist/yodeller Slim Whitman who died on June
13th aged 90. I was privileged to see Slim Whitman in concert a
couple of times very much in the latter years of his career, first being
at the Lewisham Theatre, Catford during the final decade of the last
century, then again not too many years later at the Fairfield Halls,
Croydon soon after the birth of the present century. The difference
between the two gigs are, to say the least, striking.
At Catford, to a shamefully less than capacity audience, he was
indeed magic. Despite marching into his seventy plus years, that wonderful near operetta style
vocalising for the most part untarnished by the passage of time, I recall being astounded by both the
voice and his natural charismatic stage presence. With his trade mark embroidered cowboy shirt
and trousers, pencil moustache, wide body guitar he cut a dashing figure indeed. I went not knowing
exactly what to expect from this show business legend of many decades who was topping the bill at
the London Palladium when I would have been barely into junior school, but came away a total
convert.
Years pass, an opportunity to see the man again presented itself, again quite close to my home, this
time at Croydon. A number of Woodies were present as were a few Rock’n’Roll promoters who had
come along to this giant of Country music’s possibly last outing on a UK tour. What they experienced
along with this time a capacity audience was a mere shadow of what I had witnessed just a few short
years before. He looked and sounded a man approaching his eightieth year, at times that often
described three octave voice reduced to a whisper. Although most folks seemed to be happy with
being there simply for his final outing and paying their due respects, I think I would have preferred
to leave my memory intact of that wonderful evening at Lewisham.
Slim Whitman was born Otis Dewey Whitman on January 23rd 1923 in Tampa Florida. as a child he
was fascinated by western movie genre; music too grabbed the boy in his early years. In particular
he loved the yodelling cowboy singer Wilf Carter from far away Nova Scotia who often recorded
under the name of Montana Slim. A little later he would get to hear another singing cowboy generally
better known to folks this side of the Atlantic, Gene Autry. The father of modern Country music,
Jimmy Rodgers, too would play a major part in the musical upbringing of the kid from Tampa.
Schooldays behind him he toiled in a local shipyard where he lost a finger in an industrial accident
which by accounts resulted in him continuing to learn playing the guitar left handed, quite a feat no
doubt for a person by nature right handed. Whilst in the summer of his teenage years he began to
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play on a semi-professional basis in a Country style string band called the Variety Rhythm Boys.
War intervened, curtailing ambitions held, spent mostly in the south pacific with the US Navy.
Upon discharge and returning to civvy street to his day job whilst evenings in to night playing with
the long established Texas western swing band The Light Crust Doughboys'. 1950 would prove to
be the year that would change his life and fortunes forever when he joined the rosters of artists and
musicians performing on the Louisiana Hayride, a widely heard radio show based in Shreveport on
station KWKH.
It would be the self-styled Colonel, a certain Tom Parker still half a decade from holding a very tight
rein and the purse strings of the career of Elvis Presley, Parker then manager of Country star Eddy
Arnold, who would set a path for Whitman to RCA Victor where the following year he would
encounter healthy sales with Love Song Of The Waterfall, a revival of a tune first recorded by Sons
Of The Pioneers. Some twenty six years later it could be heard briefly on the sound track of Steven
Spielberg’s classic Close Encounters Of The Third Kind.
In 1952 Slim hit paydirt with Indian Love Call which last saw the light of day
upon a recording by movie singing sensations Nelson Eddy & Jeanette
MacDonald, peaking at No.2 on the country charts. Forty four years later film
director Tim Burton paid a tongue firmly in cheek tribute to the song by
including it in the film Mars Attacks! By all accounts Whitman took it all in good
fun that his singing caused the Martians’ heads to explode, although I always
felt that Tom Jones look decidedly uncomfortable reciting the line in the film
"What the f*** is that?" upon hearing the secret weapon of Whitman's voice
on the car radio… or maybe it was his acting that made him feel so
uncomfortable.
Rose Marie, the song for which he will be forever associated, particularly in
the UK, would spend an incredible 11 weeks at No.1, a feat that would remain unbeaten for 36 years
until Bryan Adams spent what seemed an eternity and a day at the top spot with Everything I Do [I
Do It For You]. The song would also help cement his popularity in the UK where he would remain
far more popular than in his native land. It would also bring him to the UK for the first time with a
triumphant appearance at the London Palladium.
Three years later in 1957 he would score another top ten hit with I'll Take You Home Again Kathleen.
Slim Whitman in 1954 topped the bill at the Louisiana Hayride and further down the bill was the
young man who would come to be known as the Mississippi Flash; Elvis was making one of his very
earliest appearances and the rest is history as they say. Rock’n’Roll would soon make a yodelling
singing cowboy seem very old fashioned indeed although minor hits in the country charts would
continue for a few more years.
As the fifties gave way to the sixties and then the seventies he
performed for the major part outside of the United States in particular
the UK, Australia and New Zealand. In Canada too there was to be
found a very loyal fan-base, before lulling himself into semi-retirement
at his home in Middleburg, Florida. The latter half of the decade would
see a considerable renaissance for the veteran performer when the
compilation album "The Very Best Of Slim Whitman" topped the UK
album charts for six weeks in 1976. He hit the jackpot again the
following year when “Red River Valley" spent another four weeks at
the number one position. Again the same year the album "Home On
The Range" hit the number two spot but could not dislodge the “20
Golden Greats Of The Supremes” who hung on to the pivotal top slot.
In his native land too they finally got to notice this under-rated talent on their doorsteps. Album sales
dictated prestigious appearances on the Johnny Carson Show, and singles once again found their
way into the Country charts. Inducted into the Country Music Hall Of Fame in 1968, in recognition
of his services to the recording industry, he was awarded the accolade of a star on the Hollywood
Walk Of Fame.
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His wife of 67 years Alma who passed away in 2009, apart from being a successful songwriter, was
also an embroiderer responsible for many of his stage outfits. Their son Byron who appeared with
his father on most of his UK shows in later years produced Slim’s final album aptly entitled "Twilight
Of The Trail" in 2008, his first studio album for 26 years that was some eight years in the making.
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Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to Blues
guitarist/singer Magic Slim who died on 21st February aged 75.
I was lucky enough to catch this old style rough sewn Blues musician in
action a few times back in the final decade of the last century at the
legendary 100 Club where, most Sundays, Blues fans were able to
witness surviving Blues legends from Chicago, New Orleans, Memphis,
Clarksdale Mississippi too; Lefty Dizz, Phillip Walker, John Primer, Larry
Garner, Luther Allison to name but five. Going to a blues gig in those
days did not mean you were off to see a bunch of blonde haired, blue
eyed middle class white boys from Kingston Upon Thames. A healthy
filled venue would be privileged to witness the real deal; Muddy Waters, Howlin’ Wolf and other such
giants may have departed this earth a decade or two before but we still had these guys. Sadly now
some of those names have gone too, including now one Magic Slim.
Born Morris Holt in the small isolated town of Torrance, Mississippi upon the 17th August 1937, in
childhood he was fascinated from an early age by the music he heard from all around him, both on
the radio and coming from the bars in the streets he walked with his family. Those streets too played
host to itinerant musicians playing the blues for loose change. Although becoming reasonably
proficient on the piano at an early age, an accident at a cotton gin put an end to any ambition he
may have secretly held. Losing the little finger on his right hand he diverted his attentions to the
guitar.
In a period not long after the accident the young Morris moved with his family to the larger locality
of Grenada, Mississippi, It was here that a wide eyed lad encountered his first musical hero,
although barely more than six months older than Morris. The young guitarist and singer, Sam
Maghett, despite his youth was already developing a magnetic personality with guitar skills to match.
The mid fifties would see Sam split for Chicago with Morris in tow as his bass player, a name change
for Sam to become Magic Sam, likewise for the now six foot tall and very slender Morris who had
the moniker Magic Slim bestowed upon him.
Competition in Chicago in the fifties was indeed tough. Morris headed home to Grenada to perfect
his craft, and a whole decade would pass before he ventured back to Chicago. It was there that he
formed the first line up of the band that would carry the name Teardrops throughout the decades to
follow. It included younger brothers Nick on bass and Douglas on drums.
At the time one of the best known Blues clubs in the city was Florence’s. it was here that Magic Slim
& The Teardrops began to be noticed. If Hound Dog Taylor, their star attraction, was touring or
simply out of town, Slim and his band were the first to be asked to step in.
The mid-sixties saw them venture into the recording studio for the first time, recording a couple of
singles that failed to ignite much interest. He would have to wait well over a decade until 1976 to get
the calling for a debut album. It was Europe that gave Slim and his Teardrops their big break where
it was recorded by the French label MCM at Ma Bea's club where the band held a residency.
Another followed in rapid succession. Soon they hit the road outside the US building a considerable
following in Belgium, Germany, Austria, throughout the countries of Scandinavia, Greece and as far
afield as Japan, in Brazil becoming a household name as much as is possible for a blues man to do
so. It was France that had virtually discovered him and there where he performed regularly as well
as recording further albums for Black & Blue and Isabel labels.
Towards the end of the seventies in his native United States highly respected blues label Alligator
Records came a knocking. It was for them that he recorded four power house performances that
would find their way on to a compilation album series, Living Chicago Blues. It would prove to be
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Rooster Records that would find him at his best. A studio album with
the feel of a live gig committed very much to the sound of a fifties
Muddy Waters band, titled Grand Slam. This joint American/British
enterprise helped to pave the way for a loyal UK fan base.
As the decade of the eighties came and went, many fine Blues
guitarists passed through the ranks of the Teardrops and certainly
none finer than John Primer and Junior Pettis, remaining in the band
when Slim upped sticks and moved to Lincoln, Nebraska, by all
accounts a city that had a considerable Blues following, soon gaining
a residency at the Zoo Bar. Amazingly five albums were cut at this
thriving blues venue by Slim & The Teardrops.
John Primer and Magic
© Dario Lombardo

In 1990 he signed with the American blues label Blind Pig, an
association that would last until his death, cutting no less than eight
albums and a ‘best of’ compilation. Renowned and no doubt happiest
with the type of raw, passionate, gut bucket style he had honed to perfection through decades of toil
in an endless round of blues clubs and foreign tours.
It was producer Dick Shurman who guided him through what many blues aficionados consider his
consummate album, the 1998 Black Tornado, extending his material without losing any of that
aforementioned passion. The album also featured Slim’s guitarist son Shawn.As the new century
unfolded the spirit of fifties Chicago remained alive and well with further albums; Blue Magic 2002,
Midnight Blues 2008 hosted an array of blues star names including James Cotton, Lonnie Brooks,
Elvin Bishop amongst others. Slim’s final album of 2012 Bad Boy affirmed that the changeless
quality of raw blues is still out there to be heard and discovered for those who are hardy enough to
seek it out.
Magic Slim & The Teardrops won the blues band of the year award in 2003, along with several other
prestigious awards including a WC Handy for their albums.
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
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Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to Marshall
Lytle, bass player with Bill Haley & The Comets and the Jodimars and
in later years the reunited Comets, who died aged 79 from cancer on the
25th May.
I saw the reunited Comets in action at numerous venues after their
reformation in 1987. none of those gigs could possibly equal the final
time at the Hemsby, Norfolk Rock’n’Roll weekender, this being the last
time where the classic line up would include the wonderful guitar player
Franny Beecher. This veteran of both Bill Haley, Benny Goodman and
no doubt countless other outfits that had spanned some seven decades
was racing towards his 90th year on this planet. Franny decided touring was no longer compatible
with his advancing years, and is still happily retired from the music business I am pleased to say.
It was one of those evenings that everything gelled from the audience and musicians to create a
truly emotional experience, maybe all sensing that this was the ultimate experience that would
remain in the memories of those who attended. It could have been the show of their lives; it certainly
seemed that way to me, as a packed hall offered their respect to the men that started it all for so
many around the globe.
Amid all the cheering, stomping and heartfelt applause, fans lifted their children and babies high
aloft above the crowd, not wishing their offspring to miss this moment of Rock’n’Roll history, I turned
my head briefly, remains of a beer in the bottom of my glass, as the audience demanded an encore
from these veterans, to a long-time Woodie. “Well what did you think of that?” I asked. He just shook
his head; words could not express what this evening had meant to this life-long Haley fan, tears of
joy rolling down his cheeks said it all for him.
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Marshall Lytle was born 1st September 1933 in Chester Pennsylvania.
It seem as though he would be bound to Bill Haley virtually from birth
as Marshall’s parents were best buddies with the eight years older Bill’s
mother and father, and was taught to play by country musician Tex
King who was then a member of Bill Haley’s Four Aces Of Swing. A
natural progression would be for the 18 year old Marshall to play bass
in Haley’s band as soon as he was proficient and old enough, and that
is exactly what he did in 1951 in the now named Saddlemen.
Marshall co-wrote the hit Crazy Man Crazy but would have to wait
many decades to get a royalty cheque for it, until 2002 to be precise, which was possibly the first
time his unique "clicking slap bass" could be heard and helped in no small way to sell the records
that would bring international fame beyond their wildest dreams in the year or two that followed.
There cannot be one single reader of this magazine, no matter how loosely connected, who would
not be aware of those records that would change much of the world forever; See You Later Alligator,
Shake Rattle And Roll, Rock-A-Beatin’ Boogie, and one little ditty entitled Rock Around The Clock.
However one thing changed little during the period from obscurity to world-wide fame and that was
their pay-packets. Bill by all accounts could often be careful with his money, and it was this that
forced Marshall, saxophonist Joey Ambrose and drummer Dick Richards to wave goodbye to Bill
and sign with Capitol records as the newly formed Jodimars, bringing in Chuck Hess on guitar, Jim
Buffington on piano, Max Daffner on drums allowing Dick to leave his drum stool to concentrate on
his vocals fronting the band.
Their short couple of years tenure with Capitol Records produced a number of singles, amongst
them Rattle Shakin’ Daddy, Eat Your Heart Out Annie which Marshall wrote, and Let’s All Rock
Together which he co-wrote with their manager Frank Pingatore. However only Well Now, Dig This
enjoyed healthy sales on a local basis, and would in many a year to come be the title for
Rock’n’Roll’s most popular and erudite magazine, Another single, Clarabella, was recorded
specially for a BBC radio programme by the Beatles in 1963 called Pop Go The Beatles.
However their lack of commercial success did not prevent a number of prestigious gigs including a
1956 Alan Freed legendary show at Paramount Theatre, New York in company of Frankie Lymon
and The Teenagers, The Platters, The Flamingos and many others. The same year saw them head
out to Las Vegas to be amongst the very first Rock’n’Roll acts to ever perform in any of the strip’s
countless venues.
At the famous Sands Hotel they performed alongside legendary names such as Ella Fitzgerald and
Nat King Cole. The following year their residency at an establishment named Harold's Club in Reno
was extended, well beyond their initial four week engagement, to many months as they broke all
attendance records.
In 1958 lack of sales meant they were dropped by Capitol and the band split up; Marshall would
become a successful real estate agent, Dick Richards would go into the teaching profession whilst
keeping a toe in show business by becoming a part time actor, Joey Ambrose, bitten by the Vegas
bug, taking a position as a card dealer for seven years before graduating to management where he
would spend a further 18 years.
Seven years after Bill Haley’s death The Comets, including numerous members of various
incarnations, were invited to perform, celebrating both the long running US TV show American
Bandstand and its host Dick Clark, Marshall being one of them. Soon he was back on the road doing
the thing he loved best, playing Rock’n’Roll as part of a Comets/Jodimars collaboration alongside
Dick Richards, Johnny Grande, Joey Ambrose, Franny Beecher, bringing in British Haley enthusiast
and singer Jacko Buddin whose vocals often bore at times an uncanny resemblance to Haley.
For twenty years they toured world-wide, helping to keep Haley’s name and music alive. Ill health in
2009 forced Marshall off the road after a leg amputation, the same year his memoir was published,
'Still Rockin’ Around The Clock'. Although inducted into the Rockabilly Hall Of Fame in the 1990s,
The Comets unbelievably had to wait until 2012 to be voted into the Rock’n’Roll Hall Of Fame.
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Roots Music Magazine & Promotions
Social Networking Group presents on
SUNDAY 29th September 2013

RODDY JACKSON
at

The Spice of Life

6 Moor Street, Cambridge Circus, London, W1D 5NA and
37-39 Romilly Street, Soho, London, W1D 5AN
(The pub is in the angle of both roads so either address is valid)
Roddy Jackson is the real deal: a 1950's piano and
saxophone playing Rock'n'Roll singing legend, recording for
the famed Specialty label from 1956, making an extremely rare
London appearance. Miss this at your peril; there may never
again be an opportunity to present in our city this original style
of pulsating wild Rock'n'Roll from an artist who was there at the
time.

Cliff Edmonds
Cliff Edmonds, one of our finest
home grown British Rock'n'Roll
talents, and no stranger to a TFTW
stage, will tonight be dedicating his
show for this unique and truly one
off special occasion to the rockin'
rhythm & blues sound of New
Orleans.
© Paul Harris

This is a small venue and is likely
to sell out. If there are any tickets
left, they will be available on the
night for £25.

© Paul Harris

Also featuring the fabulous Tales From The Woods Houseband
During the few short years that these highly talented musicians (that we proudly call our house band) have been
together, they’ve built a much admired reputation for themselves for their dedication and professionalism.

Doors from 7:30pm until 10:30pm
Tickets on the door

£25

Tales From The Woods
Tel/Fax: 020 8460 6941
Email: TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk

in advance
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£22

Woodies

£19

(pay with PayPal via the website)
Mobile: 07941 540574
Web: www.TFTW.org.uk

British Rock’n’Roll
Heritage Show
Halstead June 29
Rock’n’Roll rebel Chas Hodges, formerly one
half of hit duo Chas and Dave, has re-invented
himself as a Rock’n’Roll raconteur and now
spices his live shows with memories of Gene
Vincent, Jerry Lee Lewis and his Outlaw music
career.
Chas, who headlined a theatre show at the
unlikely tiny north Essex town of Halstead,
initially rebelled against singing in a faux
American accent and returned, with Dave, to his
native north London tones for a string of hit
records.
Now Dave has retired, Chas is carrying the flame
for fifties Rock’n’Roll, but 50 per cent of his act is
simply chatting to the audience. He is as comfortable in the role as an old armchair.
Although Chas closed the show, it was very much a package of many strengths, with both expat UK
rocker Terry Wayne and Nashville Teens frontman Ray Phillips delivering shows that more than won
over what must be admitted was a less than capacity audience.
The Empire Theatre is a delightful old building dating back well into the last century, updated with
state-of-the-art sound and lighting, and plush red seating. Sightlines are superb, and the everfriendly staff make all visitors feel like members of the family.
Ray Lee, in a sharp grey suit, had the unenviable task of kick-starting the
show from cold, opening with Bobby Darin’s Dream Lover before delivering
two more rockers. He ended with The Beatles’ Little Queenie rewrite, I Saw
Her Standing There, featuring a disconcerting shriek supposedly emulating
Paul McCartney’s Little Richard knock-off in the original recording which
could do with a re-think if Ray decided to perform the song again.
Rockin’ Gerry Champion is a local regular with an
infectious sense of humour, who has promoted
himself to Admiral judging by his jacket. Maturity
continues to give this near-80 year old a swerve as
he cavorted to Fat Domino’s I’m Ready, Gene
Vincent’s Wild Cat and Hello Josephine.
Referring to the TFTW’s House Band guest drummer Howard Tibble’s
background as 30 year veteran sticksman for Shakin’ Stevens, Howard was
forced to tell Gerry: “You’re a bit Shaky yourself.” Well, he was, but great fun
all the same.
“I’m just so like Elvis, it’s unbelievable,” said Gerry on the pre-amble to I Go
Ape. No, it wasn’t believable. Looking on the bright side, Gerry had no wardrobe malfunctions as he
did at the same show almost exactly a year before.
It was left to Ray Phillips, lean, tanned and in fine voice, to return the show to an even keel, opening
with Chuck Berry’s Let It Rock, continuing with Bobby Troup’s classic Route 66, although if you
followed Ray’s map directions from Chicago to L.A. you might get a little lost as he jumbled place
names.
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It was time for the blues as Ray moved on to a fair
approximation of Jimi Hendrix’s version of Red House,
allowing House Band guitarist John Spencely space to shine.
Ray was joined by fellow Nashville Teen Adam Russell on
harmonica, adding a bit of welcome blow to the proceedings.
Then it was back to Berry for Nadine, Muddy Waters’ Hoochie
Coochie Man, and Bo Diddley’s Mona, all performed well.
Keyboard player Claire Hamlin had already shown her piano
chops thus far, but excelled herself when Ray went into
Screamin’ Jay Hawkins’ I Put A Spell On You, playing piano
with her right hand, and organ with her left.
Larry Williams’ Boney Maronie led into the much anticipated Tobacco Road, a John D. Loudermilk
number on which The Teens outsold the originator on both sides of the Atlantic. For this to work, it
needs pounding piano as on the recording, and Clare delivered once more.
Unlike none of his UK contemporaries, but most of his US
contemporaries, Terry Wayne approached fifties Rock’n’Roll
and rockabilly in his teens from a solid country music
background, and it showed.
Resplendent in a black and red checked velvet jacket, Terry
not only looked the part but also sounded it as he powered
into Elvis’ My Baby Left Me, following up with the Rick Nelson
arrangement of I’m In Love Again, a wise choice performed
perfectly.
Not wishing to be the only act on the bill not to offer a Chuck
Berry number he gave us a geographically-accurate Promised
Land before returning to the Elvis songbook for Mess Of Blues.
Terry was playing an unusual French-Canadian Godin guitar with nylon strings, quite capable of
taking the lead role when required, but also the powerful rhythm that is the bedrock of the best
rockabilly.
When he was signed to Columbia in the fifties he cut a fine version of Don Gibson’s Oh Lonesome
Me which inspired a three song tribute to the late country star, which tied in both Blue Blue Day and
Sea Of Heartbreak.
Then it was back to the boppers with Tear It Up which featured an extremely short but extremely
tasteful drum solo from Howard, then into Elvis’ Baby I Don’t Care.
Again, unlike most of his UK contemporaries bar Billy Fury, Terry was able to write his own songs,
the most memorable of which, Slim Jim Tie, he took at an interesting, but different, tempo from his
own recording.
Carl Perkins was his original idol, so we had All Mama’s Children, swiftly followed by Matchbox, then
a cod-skiffle set opened with Hank Williams’ My Bucket’s Got A Hole In It, Frankie And Johnny and
Midnight Special.
Reacting to an audience request for Buddy Holly, Terry went into an unrehearsed Think It Over
before concluding with yet another of his own recordings, his superb take on Johnny Strickland’s
rock solid She’s Mine.
It’s a great pity Terry now makes Sweden his home, because he still looks sharp, and sings well,
and a number of British based Rock’n’Roll veterans have enjoyed a career revitalisation with
sold-out theatre circuit tours, in which Terry could share.
A stage re-organisation to put Chas Hodges and his piano centre stage, backed simply by Robb
Davis on stand-up bass and Howard still on skins, led to an hiatus where nothing much was
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happening, but that was soon forgotten when Chas opened with Hank Williams’ Jambalaya, put
through the Jerry Lee Lewis filter.
Chas, initially a guitarist and then a bass player, explained how he backed JLL in 1963, inspiring him
to take up piano, leading into what was always Jerry’s second onstage number, Hank Williams’ You
Win Again.
Chas’ Berry choice was Bye Bye Johnny, and then further stories of working with Gene Vincent for
a year, resulting in Chas’ take on Gene’s Lotta Lovin’.
The affable allotment-holder went into a question and answer session with the audience, fishing for
requests that yielded an excellent Breathless, and a
first performance onstage for one of Chas’ childhood
favourites, Tennessee Ernie Ford’s Shotgun
Boogie.“That’s the first time I’ve sung that,” said
Chas, who could therefore be forgiven the
approximate nature of the words, and the complete
absence of the Fox 4-10, the Shotgun of the title.
High School Confidential and Sweet Little Sixteen
were obvious crowd-pleasing choices before the
whole show assembled for a raucous Long Tall
Sally, led by Ray Phillips as the show over-ran its
allotted three hour runtime by 45 minutes. But, hey,
who’s looking at their watch?
Full credit must be given to Keith Woods of Tales from the Woods online magazine who put the
show together, to MC Shaky Lee Wilkinson, to the TFTW Houseband, and all at The Empire,
Halstead.
Words: John Howard, Pictures: Ken Major

The Organ for the Swedish
Rock'n'Roll Club
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Olofsson, Erik Petersson
EDITOR & PUBLISHER:
Bo Berglind, Box 185, SE-432 24 Varberg,
Sweden
Phone: Swedish code + 460 3467 5050
e-mail: bo@americanmusicmagazine.com
Internet: www.americanmusicmagazine.com
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JAZZ JUNCTION
Bobby Wellins at East Side Jazz Club, 11 June 2013
Yet another regular jazz gig relying on the endemic
organisational skills of a drummer will not surprise many.
Nor will the fact that, having lost its regular venue in
January when the Lord Rookwood pub closed, another
was soon found at the refurbished Crown, also in
Leytonstone. Clive Fenner is the man behind it all, and he
was joined by Mick Hutton (bass) and Barry Green (piano)
to support the legendary Bobby Wellins.
Tenor saxophonist, Bobby Wellins was born in Scotland in
1936, and, after leaving the RAF in the fifties, he inevitably
made the journey south to London in order pursue a career
in jazz. He subsequently met Stan Tracey, and firmly
established his reputation on Stan’s 1965 LP Under Milk
Wood. An addiction to hard drugs all but finished him off,
but he managed to break the habit in 1975. He even stopped playing for a time, only
resuming as part of the rehabilitation process.
And although he returned to appearing with Stan Tracey, which he continues to do so
on an irregular basis to this day, he has more importantly led his own groups over the
intervening years. This has resulted in a number of worthwhile recordings under his
own name for his many fans to seek out and enjoy.
He began the evening by announcing that the first number was
being dedicated to the piano/keyboard player John Critchinson,
who had recently been hospitalised but was now at home.
Unfortunately, the title was indistinct, and the tune was not familiar
to me. On subsequent numbers titles tended not to be announced
at all, leaving me to do my best to identify them.
Bobby Wellins’ marked individual approach to the challenges presented by the chord
changes of each number made for a fascinating evening, as the standards on the
menu appeared fresh again. Ballads, such as It Never Entered My Mind and My
Funny Valentine (both by Rodgers and Hart) and How Long Has This Been Going On
(George and Ira Gershwin), were exquisitely presented with a softer, gentler tone than
many others on his chosen instrument. Here some may believe that they can detect
the (admitted) influence of Stan Getz, but Bobby Wellins is clearly his own man, and
no such suggestions merit prolonged consideration.
He ended the evening with Sweet Lotus Blossom, which Jimmy Witherspoon had
recorded in 1957, reminding him of when he was on tour with the singer and spent
much of the time discussing politics with him. The song’s title had been changed from
Sweet Marijuana (aka Marahuana), presumably not to offend post-war ears, as the
song had first appeared under its original name in the 1934 film musical ‘Murder At
The Vanities’, which in turn was based on the Broadway revue Earl Carroll’s [no
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relation] ‘Murder At The Vanities’. A very enjoyable evening meant that the relatively
long journey to the other side of London had been more than justified.

REGGAE IRREGULAR
The Abyssinians at the Clapham Grand – 23 May 2013
“Forty-four years of ’istory” proclaimed the
arrival on stage at the Clapham Grand of one
of Jamaica’s best roots vocal groups. And,
although it had suffered the usual line-up
changes, fissures and quietudes over the
years, two originals, Donald Manning and
Bernard Collins, were still at the helm, whilst
the third member, David Morrison, had joined
one of the ‘split’ versions in 1980.
If there were any attempts at dress co-ordination, they must be considered a failure.
Three different styles of hat adorned three grey-bearded heads. The two originals had
chosen tracksuits, but not the same design, and, of these two, Donald Manning was
sporting a scarf. David Morrison, on the other hand, had opted for what appeared to
be a khaki army uniform circa the Boer War, and was wearing riding boots.
The show began with Good Lord and African Race, but the vocals were not clear nor
to the front. Unfortunately it took until the fifth number, Yi Mas Gan, for the man on the
desk to take the necessary action, and for their sweet harmonies to be heard and
enjoyed.
Bernard Collins took the lead on most songs with Donald Manning assuming the role
only occasionally, as he did on Peculiar Number, dropping to his haunches at one
point to imitate a jockey with whip in hand.
The plaintive lament Black Man’s Strain (or Black Man Strain according to my vinyl
copy) together with the spiritual Forward On To Zion were just two of the highlights of
an evening of superb vocal group reggae.
Although they must all by now be in their sixties, these three gentlemen must be strict
consumers of health foods, as they danced throughout, increasing in intensity
towards the end, the penultimate number, the anthemic Declaration Of Rights,
attracting vigorous aerobics from the trio.
The show concluded with the inclusive and moving This Land Is For Everyone, whose
true meaning it would be churlish to be misconstrued by
those who feel it necessary to parade the shibboleth of
foxy correctness.
The encore began with a reprise of Good Lord,
requested by an audience member because of the poor
sound at the start of the gig. A wonderful evening ended
with their signature song Satta Massagana to send their
fans home happy.
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The Congos at the Jazz Cafe – 26 June 2013
A month later saw another of Jamaica’s
roots reggae vocal groups appear in
London. This time it was the excellent
Congos, comprising the original duo of
Cedric Myton and Roydel Johnson,
together with Watty Burnett (who had
augmented the group early on), plus a
fourth vocalist (presumably Kenroy Ffyffe),
who took to the stage.
Cedric Myton began his career in the Tartans in the sixties with Prince Lincoln
Thompson. In the next decade he went on to sing harmony vocals on the latter’s
debut album ‘Humanity’ under the group name the Royal Rasses, and form the
Congos.
Speaker distortion during the warm-up number by the backing band suggested that
this might be another gig to endure a suffering start. But it improved noticeably, from
an audience perspective anyway.
Lead singer Cedric Myton’s falsetto was soon combining with the other voices to
achieve a fulsome blend as Open Up The Gate and the heavenly Children Crying
were just about perfect. Watty Burnett’s baritone voice took the lead on Rainy Night
In Georgia, and Roydel Johnson’s tenor on the biblical La La Bam-Bam and Ark Of
Covenant, before Cedric Myton resumed lead duties again.
Meanwhile, up on stage there were sound problems vexing Watty Burnett who,
having once complained, assumed the role of Victor Meldrew, “Again it happen. We
go a capella. No mic!” Two songs later he was at it again, “Stop. Soon we do without
mic!”
Solid Foundation followed, and then, as an exasperated Watty Burnett started
another rant, Roydel Johnson interrupted to announce Revolution. By the time of the
final Fisherman, all three were talking at the same time.
As the set ended Cedric Myton
swiftly departed the stage, and
one by one the others followed;
Watty Burnett, seemingly in
much better humour, was the
last to leave. On being
persuaded to return for an
encore, they selected the Royal
Rasses’
Humanity,
which
unsurprisingly they sang a
capella.
Another wonderful evening of Jamaican vocal group harmony.
Dave Carroll
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SOUL KITCHEN
“Required reading” - John Broven.

LOST SOULS
CLARENCE BURKE JNR
Clarence Burke Jnr was the lead singer and guitarist with the
Chicago based soul group the Five Stairsteps & Cubie,
comprising of Burke family members. Clarence Burke Jnr was
born 25th May 1949 in Chicago, Illinois. When he was aged 16
his father, Clarence Snr, and mother Betty, decided to put a
family group together. So along with his brothers, James III,
Dennis, Kenneth (Keni), and sister Aloha, the group was born.
It wasn't long before the Burkes were making their mark in various talent contests and winning first
prize at the prestigious contest held at Chicago's Regal Theatre. This victory brought the group to
the attention of numerous record companies. But it was Curtis Mayfield who took the young group
under his wing, writing and producing the group’s early work. This liaison resulted in a consistent
run of R&B chart success, with releases on the Windy C, Curtom, and Buddah labels. The quintet’s
material, including, 'You Waited Too Long' (1966), 'World Of Fantasy' (1966), 'Comeback' (1966)
and 'Danger, She's A Stranger' (1967), ranged from gentle dance songs to orchestral ballads. The
group’s fledgling talent was recognised in 1967 with a NATRA award as that year's outstanding R&B
group.
For two years the group's name was expanded to include five year old sibling Cubie, but when the
child left in 1969, the line-up reverted to the Five Stairsteps, later dropping the Five altogether.
As it so happens the Five Stairsteps’ biggest hit, the million selling, 'O-o-h Child' (1970), a US R&B
and Pop top ten entry, came on parting with Mayfield. After this the instrumentally self-contained
quintet pursued a different direction, similar to Sly & the Family Stone, but they were unable to
capitalise on their new musical identity. The group broke up in 1972, with Clarence Jnr finding work
easy to come by as a sought after session musician.
In 1976 Clarence Jnr resumed work with brothers Kenneth, Dennis and James after securing a
contract, on the recommendation of singer Billy Preston, with George Harrison's Dark Horse label.
This latest hook up results in a tremendous album, the poignant, 2ND RESURRECTION. The 'From
Us To You' single taken from the album was a top ten hit, and a long overdue return to the charts.
The group soon split up again.
Kenneth, latterly known as Keni Burke, went on to enjoy a very successful career as a producer and
solo artist, achieving cult status among soul fans in the UK.
As for Clarence Jnr he subsequently formed, in 1979, with former Stairsteps members, the Invisible
Man's Band, signing on at Mango Records, where they recorded the album, in 1980, ALL NIGHT
THING. The title track of the album, 'All Night Thing', was another return to the R&B top ten in 1980,
and a minor Pop hit. The Invisible's next moved onto, in 1981, Boardwalk Records with the album
REALLY WANNA SEE YOU, where once again the title track achieved a minor R&B chart placing.
Another label switch, this time to Move 'n' Groove records with their 'Sunday Afternoon' forty five
managing 77 on the R&B charts
Up until fairly recently Clarence Jnr had returned to production work and performing both solo and
with various siblings. He died 26th May in Marietta, cause unknown. He was 64.
GEORGE PERKINS
A talented composer, producer, label owner, and inspirational vocalist, George
Perkins was one of the many underrated Southern Soul men, that remain basically
unknown outside of deep soul collectors. He is best remembered for his 1970
impassioned lament for the murdered Martin Luther King, 'Cryin' In The Streets',
which was his only R&B chart entry, peaking at number 12.
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Born George E Perkins on 25 September 1942 in the small town of Denham Springs, near Baton
Rouge, Louisiana. One of ten children, he was raised working in the fields. The Southern States of
America was steeped in religion, so it was only natural that young Perkins developed a devotion
towards spiritual and gospel music, regularly singing in his local church choir. By the time he was
sixteen he'd formed a group called George Perkins & the Silver Stars. They performed at local
church conventions, building up a strong local following.
In the summer of 1965, they travelled to the state capital Baton Rouge, where they successfully
auditioned for the tiny Ebb Tide record label. They made their debut with one of Perkin's gospel
songs titled 'Mother, Love and Jesus', which sold fairly well locally. The group, which featured Frank
Turner, released three more singles on Ebb Tide before their big break came.
'Cryin' In The Streets, parts 1 & 2', was originally recorded in early 1970 for, and released on, the
Ebb Tide's Golden record label. The record was soon picked up for national distribution by the
Nashville based Silver Fox, where it began making regional waves. Once it had been reissued on
the Silver Fox label it began to pick up airplay. Within weeks it was in the R&B charts peaking at
number 12, and topping all the 'black' charts, going on to sell a million over a three month chart run.
Personal appearances and tours followed, including an appearance at the legendary Apollo Theatre
in Harlem, New York. Silver Fox records went bankrupt shortly after the hit, and a proposed album
never materialised.
In 1972 Perkins signed with Bobby Patterson and Jerry Stricklands's Soul Power label. But the two
singles on that label, both self-compositions, 'A Man In Love' and 'How Can A Broke Man Survive',
(best known by Little Johnny Taylor's cover on Ronn Records), despite both being superb soul,
failed to sell.
Returning home to his roots, he married Eloise, and took a job with the Purple Shield Life Insurance
company as an area manager. The company’s owner, in 1974, backed Perkins with the formation
of the Royal Shield records label, with Perkins being appointed vice-president.
He made his debut for the label, with a self-penned and produced song, 'I'm So Glad You’re Mine'.
Following this he floated around various labels around until 1976 when he recorded the poignant
and bewitching southern ballad 'Keep On Trying' on his own GP label. This classic is definitely one
of his best, which over the year became very much in demand around the UK soul circuit. This gem
was finally released on UK's Hit And Run label in 1978.
He died 18th April 2013, as a result of a fall sustained while working on cable lines about 24 feet in
the air. He was 70.
MARY LOVE
Soul and Gospel singer Mary Love was born Mary Ann Varney on the 27th July
1943 in Sacramento, California.
Her wonderful uplifting finger clicking recordings, from 1965 'You Turned My
Bitter Into Sweet', and 1966 'Lay My Burden Down', are heralded by UK soul
fans, particularly on the Northern soul scene, as two of the great female all time
soul sides. Although these Modern Records recordings never charted, she did
have two moderate US R&B chart entries. In 1966 'Move A Little Closer' on
Modern, and in 1968 'The Hurt Is Just Beginning' on Josie.
After failing to make her mark in the music business she seemed to have disappeared from the
scene, apart from a couple of disco ditties, until re-emerging in the late eighties as the gospel singer
Mary Love Comer, although she still performed her soul classics when required, as witnessed a
couple of times in London in the past decades.
She died 21st June 2013, cause unknown. She was 66.
MARVIN JUNIOR
Marvin Junior was the lead baritone vocalist of the very successful soul harmony vocal group the
Dells, one of longest serving American R&B/Soul groups matched only by the Drifters. The group
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formed at Thornton Township High School in Harvey, Illinois, along with Johnny Funches, Verne
Allison, Micky McGill and Chuck Barksdale. Initially they were a Gospel vocal group, originally
singing within the church choir. In 1954 they called themselves the El-Rays and went to Chicago to
audition for Phil and Leonard Chess of Chess records. They signed them to their Checker label and
recorded 'Darling I Know', which was a disaster. The group continued to play around Chicago, and
along the way perfected their act.
They changed to the Dells when they signed to Vee Jay records in 1956. The group’s second
release on Vee Jay was the smash 'Oh What A Night', one of the biggest selling R&B standards of
all time. It wasn't until 1965, after re-signing with Chess records, that the group found themselves
back in the charts with 'Stay In My Corner'.
The group remained intact into the eighties, apart from Funches being replaced in 1960 by
ex-Flamingo Johnny Carter, and over the next three decades clocked up well over forty chart entries
along the way.
He died 29/05/2013 from kidney and heart ailments, aged 77.
Soulsssssssssssssssssssssssssoulssssssssssssssssssoulssssssssssssssssoul
SOUL/R&B SINGLES released in the UK by label. 1970. Catalogue numbers in brackets. (Part 5).
Unless stated all comment relate to the A side.
DERAM
Deram records was a subsidiary record label established in 1966 by Decca records in the UK.
Originally as a progressive rock label, but over time evolved into a very mixed bag, where a few
souly things crept in. In 1979 the label became strictly a re-issue label.
Deram released well over four hundred 45s, of which the majority are absolutely awful.
The Flirtations - Keep On Searching/Momma I'm Coming Home (281) (UK Prod)
These three young ladies were probably the most popular and successful of the
American acts based in Britain. This is an uptempo tuneless offering, which gives
no room for the girls to shine.
The Flirtations - Can't Stop Loving You/Everybody Needs Somebody To
Love In The End (295) (UK Prod)
More of the same.
The Fantastics - Waiting Round For Heartaches/Ask The Lonely (282) (UK Prod)
Vocal soul group from New York. The group started life in the fifties as the Velours before changing
name and moving to the UK in 1968 to take advantage of the British Soul explosion. This offering is
very much along the lines of the Drifters with hints of Motown thrown in. Similar tune-wise to the
Bandwagon's 'Breaking Down The Walls Of Heartache'. An agreeable soul pot.
DIRECTION
The Direction label was a subsidiary of CBS formed in 1967. It primarily released American Soul
and R&B.
Udell T Anderson - Don't Go Away/Thank You Darling (58-4645) (UK Prod)
Udell was an American artist based in Britain. Dreadful coupling.
The Chamber Brothers - Love Peace and Happiness/If You Want Me To (58-4846) (US Columbia)
I was never really a fan of the Chamber's, too rocky and way out man.
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The Chamber Brothers - Let's Do It/To Love Somebody (58-5033) (US Columbia)
Both sides come from the Brothers successful LOVE, PEACE & HAPPINESS album. Top side is a
muddled uptempo item.
Taj Mahal - Give Your Woman What She Wants/Farther On Down The Road (58-4586) (US Epic)
Both sides taken from his overall excellent album GIANT STEP. Top side is an uptempo rocker with
some tremendous slide guitar and harp blowing. The flip slows down and Bob's road is handled
beautifully vocally.
The Meters - Look-Ka-Py-Py/This is my last affair (58-4751) (US Josie)
The New Orleans combo, at this time under Allen Toussaint's direction, were just breaking big. No
introduction needed for this funky organ, guitar lead, heavy bass riff item. The big easy at its funkiest
best.
Peaches & Herb - Satisfy My Hunger/It's Just A Game Love (58-4586) (US Date)
The twosome came up trumps with this wonderful release. Uptempo with a steady beat and
definitely easy to remember. On the other side we find a very gentle ballad and again the duo sing
beautifully. A moderate hit in the States, surprisingly didn't make the UK charts. It’s that good.
Peaches & Herb - Sooth Me With Your Love/We're So Much In Love (58-5249) (US Date)
Well after their brilliant last single, this one is the pits. It's a messy mid-tempo ballad that features a
much too heavy orchestration on a dreary lifeless song.
Sly & the Family Stone - Thank You (Falettinme be mice elf again)/Everybody Is A Star
(58-4782) (US Epic)
It was always an anticipation of what the unpredictable Sly would bring forth
to the turn table next time. Well in this case a straight ahead monotonous
piece of funk, with a heavy jerk beat that never lets up. It grows on you the
more you hear it. It was a massive R&B hit in the States.
The Steelers - Get It From The Bottom/I'm Sorry (58-4675) (US Date)
Chicago based quintet offer a punchy number typical of that city. It's in the
style of the Impressions’ ABC recordings with steady bass lines and plenty
of brass. The lead voice is semi-falsetto and obviously owes a lot to Curtis
Mayfield. It's a goody.
The Village Soul Choir - The Cat Walk/The Country Walk (58-4969) (US Abbott)
An interesting release this one is. Easily one of the most genuine R&B records
at that time. Steady beat plods on until it becomes monotonously appealing
in a primitive way. Everything is taken so easily and lazily except for the
raucous vocal which is aided by a femme, gospel inspired chorus. Very
powerful stuff. The flip has that same, throbbing beat that just goes on and
on. This innovative soul sound was to show the way soul music was
heading, slowly evolving at the beginning of the seventies. Mind you this
comes with a warning, and shouldn't be attempted unless you have a good
understanding of Soul. I'll leave this one with you if I may. This one will
certainly sharpen your gramophone needle, stunning stuff.
Mary Wells - Dig The Way I Feel/Love Shooting Bandit (58-4816) (US Jubilee)
Mrs Womack, wife of Cecil, was still achieving moderate US chart success after her
early sixties Motown block busters, as was the case with this. This is a
convulsive mid-tempo ballad that features Mary singing at her best since Remember you're in
her Motown days, and the song sounds like vintage Motown as well. The safe soul hands with....
B side isn't what you think, but a lovely smooth ballad.

SOULBOY

Keep on keeping on
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It doesn't seem that long ago that we were celebrating the
50th anniversary of Rock’n’Roll. Celebration gigs took
place and special edition releases were produced to
celebrate "Rocket 88," Elvis's first release, Buddy Holly's
death etc. and now we've moved onto the 50th
Anniversaries of the Beat era. Replicating the events of the
day, the new celebrations have taken over from the
Rock’n’Roll events and have washed them into the past. It
started at the back end of 2012,with the commemoration
of “Love Me Do”, and since then we've had a steady
stream of notices recording the 50th of the Beatles, The
Stones etc. Tonight saw a smaller event mark the
formation of the Downliners Sect.
The Sect were, and are, a grungy R&B band that epitomised the Thames Blues Scene of the early
‘60s. It’s often said that The Pretty Things (another band celebrating 50 this summer), were the band
for you if you felt that The Stones were too pop. The Sect were there for you if the Pretties still didn't
go far enough. It's this un-commercialism which makes the Sect such a breath of fresh air and 50
years later, that's still true to say.
Led by two original members, Don Craine and Keith Grant, the band knocks out a mixture of R&B
& R’n’R numbers which give you a feeling of those early nights at the Crawdaddy, the Marquee, or
Eel Pie itself. However, the band never chooses the easy option; instead of obvious Berry, Dixon
and Muddy Waters numbers, they choose obscure Bo Diddley numbers and re-invent them in such
a way that I wonder if Mr McDaniel would actually recognise them.
A (deerstalker) head of fuzz and freakbeat it's easy to see why the Sect have been suggested as
an early inspiration for Punk. In fact it's a surprise to find out that the Sect may have had any
commercial success at all, but those crazy Swedes took to the Sect in such a way that the band
often tour Sweden to packed out arenas of larger crowds than tonight's small crowd in down-town
Twickenham!
The highlight of the show is their "hit", a cover of the Coasters’ "Little Egypt" with yeps and yells from
Don Craine that stood their cover out from others. However, despite the quality of the set, the
audience never really stepped
the gear up. It took the arrival of
two Swedish musicians (from
‘60s band "Sooner Or Later")
and their obvious idolisation of
The Sect to bring any excitement
to proceedings during the
encore. By then though the
evening was all but over. The
Downliners Sect still play in
Twickenham
regularly,
so
maybe this explains the apathy.
Or maybe it's not really the
Sect's style to celebrate an
anniversary.
Gary Enstone
© David Kerr
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I have a book entitled ‘Sullivan’s Music Trivia’ which I received as a Christmas present in 2003. It is
not a big book but it is full of very interesting and random music facts. For example, the longest song
title in the world is ‘I’m A Cranky Old Yank In A Clanky Old Tank On The Streets Of Yokohama With
My Honolulu Mama Doin’ Those Beat-o, Beat-o Flat On My Seat-o, Hirohito Blues’. Written by
Hoagy Carmichael in 1943, it qualifies in my piece because it is a Blues!
When I started writing this item, I had no idea where it would take me and I had no
game plan as such. So, with the unexpected break down in this column, it has given me time to think
about how it should move forward. Last time, I had ploughed straight into manuscript (which I will
continue) but I thought you might like to start more at the beginning of the music aspects.
So I will start with the notes on the piano or keyboard and in later issues, the notes on a guitar.
Forgetting electric ‘keyboards’ for this exercise, the piano is the main man!
The piano has 88 notes, (thus several R&B/R&R tunes like ‘Rocket 88’) I don’t like to refer to them
as keys as, in music notation, keys have another meaning as well so I will call them notes. These
notes are split into just over seven sets (called octaves) which consist of seven white notes and five
black ones. The seven white notes, since pianos and harpsichords etc. began, are alphabetically
named A, B, C, D, E, F and G. (see diagram below) then it starts again.

C D E F G A B C D E F G A B C D E
I suppose there are two main reasons why a piano has 88 notes.
1) It’s about as far as you can reach sitting comfortably.
2) The sound emitted from the low and high notes at each end of the piano move almost out of our
general hearing range.
On most pianos you can shut the lid and lock it and this lock is always level with the note ‘D’ (situated
between the group of two black notes, the ‘C’ to its left is designated as ‘middle C’.
If you have a piano or electric keyboard, and you play this note ‘C’ then the white note to its right ‘D’
then ‘E’, ‘F’, ‘G’, ‘A’, ‘B’, and finally the next ‘C’ always moving to the right, you will have played a
recognisable scale, the scale of ‘C’ major. And not involved any black notes yet.
This scale is pleasant to the ear and you will have played doh, ray, me, fah soh, lah, te, doh (Doe,
a deer, a female deer, ray, a little ray of sun, etc.). This scale is called the diatonic scale and is the
western world’s ‘standard’. In the east, India, China and Japan have other scales which don’t sound
so natural to western ears.
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Each piano note is valued in sound pitch as a semitone. (I can’t find out why this is but, it is!) So, if
we look at the diagram again, and calling each and every note (including the black ones) a semitone,
then the above ‘C’ major scale becomes tone, (two semitones and missing the black note) tone,
semitone, tone, tone, tone, semitone. The key of ‘C’ major is the only scale where there are no black
notes used.
Please bear with me here. Now if you apply this tone, tone, semitone, rule to start on other notes,
say ‘A’, then you move to the right obeying the tone, tone, semitone, tone, tone, tone, semitone rule
you will play another perfect sounding scale in ‘A’ which will include three black notes. Start; ‘A’,
tone, ‘B’, tone, ‘C#’, (the black note to the right of ‘C’) semitone, ‘D’, tone, ‘E’, tone, ‘F#’, tone ‘G#’,
semitone ‘A’.
This system works for any starting note. When the piano is learned properly, scales and the
knowledge of keys (the scale starting note) are the basis of dexterity and the language of music.
People who begin playing the piano ‘by ear’ recognise this tone code for the different keys and there
is no doubt that, at some point, a break-through will happen (like Jerry Lee Lewis who worked it all
out for himself) if the person practises hard enough and really wants to succeed. If you have a piano
or keyboard, I reckon I will have you playing a 12 bar blues before I die!
Two lists for this edition. First, my eight favourite Blues CDs bought in 2012
The Hidden Treasures of Taj Mahal
Back To The Woods – Chuck Leavell
Slipstream – Bonnie Raitt
Heard It Here First – Cherry Lee Mewis
Lie To Me – The Stumble
Homeland – Henry Butler
Rooster Rag – Little Feat
Avalon Blues – Various Artists tribute to Mississippi John Hurt
Second list is the winners of the 2012 categories of, what used to be called The W. C. Handy
Awards, but is now simply called The (American) Blues Awards.
Acoustic Album: Not Alone – Ann Rabson with Bob Margolin
Acoustic Artist: Eric Bibb
Album: Show of Strength – Michael Burks
B.B.King Entertainer: Curtis Salgado
Band: Tedeschi Trucks Band
Best New Artist Debut: They call me Big Llew – Big Llew Johnson
Contemporary Blues Album: Show of Strength – Michael Burks
Contemporary Blues Female Artist: Janiva Magness
Contemporary Blues Male Artist: Tab Benoit
DVD: Eagle Rock Entertainment – Muddy Waters and the Rolling Stones Live at Checkerboard
Lounge
Gibson Guitar: Derek Trucks
Bass Player: Bob Stroger
Drums: Cedric Burnside
Harmonica: Rick Estrin
Horn: Eddie Shaw
Koko Taylor award (Traditional Blues Female): Ruthie Foster
Piano Player: Victor Wainwright
Rock/Blues Album: Everybody’s Talking – Tedeschi Trucks Band
Song: I Won’t Cry – from Stronger For It by Janiva Magness & Dave Darling
Soul/Blues Album: Soul Shot – Curtis Salgado
Soul/Blues Female Artist: Irma Thomas
Traditional Blues Album: The Mannish Boys
Traditional Blues Male Artist: Magic Slim
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No overlap within these two lists and a lot of the same names turning up from the previous year’s
Blues awards.
I promised a reader that I would look at his listed Blues favourites. I do own
the Larry Garner CD – Blues For Sale. I think it is a fine album of different Blues styles and could
heartily recommend it to anybody who thinks they might like to try a contemporary Blues album but
doesn’t know where to start. The review in Blues Matters No.69 said ‘There isn’t a duff track or a
single piece of filler here and every track sounds as though it would be a killer played live’
I also listened to a CD (a friend’s) by Chainsaw Dupont and found it not to my particular liking. Good
guitar licks and country Blues but the backing musicians didn’t seem, to me, to be up to his standard.
I enjoyed what I was able to listen to from Billy Ray Charles who seems to be much more into Soul
and Funk, hell; I like that too and will be putting one of his albums on my Amazon Wish List.
I’ve spent the three months, March to June, in Brittany, France where
there are a lot of festivals to look forward to in a better climate (no snow in March but still cold and
wet!) The local towns and villages are gradually building ‘town halls’ to accommodate events which
might be spoiled by the weather. Unfortunately these ’halls’ are mostly like aircraft hangers;
consequently you are in the dry but still in the cold and the acoustics are a nightmare!
There was, on a cold and damp night, Saturday 6th April, a Blues evening in a little town on the
south coast of Brittany featuring Paul Cowley (UK), Paola Ronci, (Italy), Sax Gordon (USA) and Erja
Lyytinen (Finland). It was cold and wet outside the venue and the sound inside was like testing a jet
engine so I came home.
Winner of last year’s Blues broadcasters (in the British Blues Awards) was Gary Granger
who operates out of Bishop fm 105.6 in Bishop Auckland. It is a Community Radio Station for South
West Durham and he broadcasts on Sundays at 6pm till 8pm repeated at 11pm on Wednesday
nights. It can be listened to on line through Bishop fm
I’ve bought several since I last wrote but my most recent was ‘Didn’t It Rain’
by Hugh Laurie. This is almost exactly where I’m at with Blues generally. Laid back and letting it flow.
‘Don’t Get Around Much Anymore’ by Mose Allison. Some call him
Jazz based but I think he is magnificent and plays Blues. Georgie Fame tried to imitate him but just
didn’t quite cut it.
my wife and I are off to the USA for a three week tour
of the eastern States in September; starting in Chicago we go to
New York, Washington, Memphis, Nashville, New Orleans,
Pensacola, Orlando and home from Miami. She is not into the
music as I am but she chose the route. I’ll report how we got on
when I return
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David Parker
I went on my second ‘Gang meet up’ in June to a
pub in Greek Street. There was about 15 there and 11 of those
went almost next door to a Turkish restaurant and enjoyed the
ambience and very attractive entertainment by a Belly Dancer.
The company was great, the musical discussions
knowledgeable and I felt most welcome.
Come to the next meet up if you are at a loose end, you will
enjoy it.
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The

Vinyl Word

Nick Cobban has very kindly allowed TFTW to reproduce articles
from his blog (http://thevinylword.blogspot.com/) so feel free to nip
over and take a look at his many articles. Thanks Nick.
English as she is spoke
Saturday, June 1, 2013
The story about how two friends and I were shown the door by an armed security guard at a hotel
in Nashville on our recent US trip has gone around the world, appearing as far afield as Ghana,
Canada and Qatar. The best report has to be this one, which appears to have been translated into
Russian and then back into pidgin English. Hilarious!
Armed ensure forced us out of US hotel
The nation song fans had pre-ordered bedrooms during a hotel in Nashville, Tennessee — though
on attainment were denied entrance since of a bookings mix-up. The conditions escalated when a
jet-lagged men, who had landed usually hours earlier, mentioned giving bad feedback on
TripAdvisor to a receptionist.
Retired mechanism programmer Alan Lloyd, 69, said: “He told us he would not now lease us any
bedrooms and we had to leave. Then he summoned an armed ensure who stood with his palm on
his gun as we picked adult a suitcases and returned to a car we’d hired.”
Mr Lloyd, of Muswell Hill, and friends Nick Cobban, 65, a late PR manager from Upton Grey,
Hampshire, and John Howard were stranded and had to expostulate to 4 other hotels in a early
hours before anticipating bedrooms for a night.
Journalist Mr Howard, 67, of Leigh-on-Sea, Essex, said: “This was a initial night of a holiday and it
unequivocally got off to a calamity start. It was insane. He had dull rooms, dual had been paid for in
allege as we wanted to be certain we had somewhere to stay — nonetheless here we were, totally
sleepy out and we couldn’t get in.”
The receptionist during a Knights Inn pronounced he indispensable a fourth celebration member,
who had requisitioned by credit card, to be in assemblage to concede entrance to a rooms. But it
after transpired that Lee Wilkinson, an accounts manager from Stratford, had already arrived that
day and was available his friends in a room upstairs with no mobile network vigilance to hit them.
Mr Wilkinson, 62, said: “I wondered what had happened to a others, either they had missed their
flights or what. we didn’t dream they were in a accepting area watchful for me. A elementary phone
call to my room by a clerk would have solved a problem, that was totally unnecessary.”
Hotel manager James Patel after apologised for a blunder and offering a ignored stay to a 4 friends,
who were on a two-week outing final month.
He added: “I have reprimanded a member of staff concerned and explained that nonetheless he
should follow a manners he needs to be flexible.”
Mr Howard said: “This arrange of thing reflects badly not usually on Nashville though a whole US
traveller industry. Armed hotel guards are unheard of in Europe. I’m astounded that they could be
incited on hotel guest who have pre-paid for their rooms.”
Derogatory reviews of a hotel on Trip Advisor have captivated quick retorts from Mr Patel in a
website’s comments territory in a past. One reviewer who gave a one-star rating was met with a
reply: “We apologize that we didn’t accommodate your expectations. You were looking for Hilton
standards and ambience. The rate during a Hilton downtown was $350 per night and tax, parking
$40 per night, breakfast to be paid by guest and assign for wifi, fridge and microwave. You paid us
$40 with all a above listed things enclosed in your price.”
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Marvin Gaye - What's Going On
Friday, June 14, 2013
Thank you BBC4. The soul documentaries of the last few weeks
have been worth the licence fee on their own. Two weeks ago there
was an excellent programme on Otis Redding, followed by film of the
Stax/Volt tour of Europe in 1967, which I saw at the Fairfield Hall in
Croydon. Last week it was the turn of Bobby Womack, another soul
hero of mine, who has defied many personal problems to make a
comeback in the last few years.
Tonight's in depth programme on Marvin Gaye, made in 2005, is
another case in point. It analysed his difficult relationship with his
sadistic, cross-dressing, religious father, charted his early career
with the Moonglows and his stardom with Motown and marriage to
Anna Gordy, the sister of his surrogate father Berry Gordy. There were original interviews with
Marvin and with people who knew him well, such as his biographer David Ritz, former Motown artist
Mable John and his sister Jeanne, reference to his duets with Mary Wells, Kim Weston and Tammi
Terrell (I don't think I've seen footage of Tammi before) and his move into the more overtly sexual
material of the seventies. Marvin was a troubled man, with a cocaine dealer in one room and a
preacher in the next, according to the programme. After periods in Hawaii and Ostend out of the
limelight, he returned to stardom witn Sexual Healing and returned to the house of his parents, a
move that was to end in tragedy. He was shot by his father in 1984.
Following the Marvin Gaye programme, BBC4 showed a programme on one of the greatest soul
finds of recent years - Charles Bradley, now aged 65 - a man who first performed in the sixties but
who has only recently been hailed as the successor to James Brown, recording for Daptone records.
Another superb soul show on the Beeb.
Festival of Britain remembered
Thursday, June 27, 2013
Almost the first thing I can remember clearly is going with my parents and
sister to the Festival of Britain on the South Bank in London in 1951. My
memories were jogged by a copy of the original brochure that I came across
recently, which detailed the many exhibits and pavilions on show at this
celebration of post-war Britain. These included the Dome of Discovery,which
demonstrated that 'British initiative in exploration and discovery is as strong
today as ever it was'; the Skylon, a cigar shaped structure that apparently
floated above the ground; modern developments such as television and
'telecinema', and a model of the Great Exhibition of 100 years earlier.
The exhibition was politically divisive with the Tories predictably attacking this
'waste of public money' by Labour, as they saw it, and quickly knocking down
everything associated with it afterwards, apart from the Royal Festival Hall - the only part of the
Festival still on site today. Also destroyed was the Shot Tower, which had been a London landmark
since 1826. It all looks very tame by today's high tech standards but to a five year old boy it seemed
exciting.
Looking at the brochure I was struck by the colour advertisements it contained, which neatly
summed up the great British commercial names of the era. Some remain household names but
many are now forgotten, yet as someone who grew up in the fifties they seem all too familiar. This
is the list: Benedict's processed peas, Ovaltine, BOAC/BEA, Heinz 57, Hoover, Nuffield
Organisation (Morris, Wolseley, MG, Riley cars), Crompton light bulbs, Punch magazine, Prestige
cutlery, Manfield shoes, Carrs biscuits, Maclean toothpaste, Number Seven cigarettes, Kayser
Bondor lingerie, Cow and Gate, His Masters Voice TV, radio and records, Cussons Imperial Leather
soap, Carter Horsley engineers, Cossor electronics, EMI communications, Standard Vanguard cars,
London Transport, Lloyds Bank, Ferguson tractors, Allied Ironfounders, Addis brushes, Curtis gin,
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Ekco radio and TV, Barkers store, Dunlop rubber, Costain builders, Shell/BP, Black and White
whisky,Thos W Ward steel, Rootes Group (Humber, Hillman, Sunbeam-Talbot cars and Commer
and Karrier lorries), British Electricity, Ford of Dagenham, Capstan cigarettes, English Electric,
Ronson lighters, Marconi electronics, State Express 555 cigarettes, Napier engines, Lisette nylons,
National Savings, Daks trousers, Outspan oranges, Creda cookers, Ingersoll locks, Craven A
cigarettes, Horlicks, Siemens electricals, Tube Investments metals, Coalite smokeless coal, Mr
Therm Gas, Sanderson wallpaper and fabrics, Liberty store, Bass/Worthington beer, Sperry
navigation equipment, Sharps toffees, Vat 69 whisky, Girling brakes, National Benzole petrol and
Haig whisky. How many of those are still around today? Not too many I suspect.
Mr Moonlight
Saturday, June 29, 2013
I picked up ten Frankie Vaughan singles at a car boot
the other day. Nothing very surprising about that, as
his middle of the road records are far from collectable.
But as it happens, all of them came with autographed
sleeves and all are in mint condition. I've put them on
Ebay and am waiting to see if there are Frankie
Vaughan obsessives out there who will bid.
Although Mr Moonlight, as Frankie was known, is all
but forgotten today, having died in 1999 aged 71, he
was one of the biggest UK pop stars of the fifties and
became a popular all round entertainer right through
the sixties and seventies. Born in Liverpool as Frank
Abelson to a Jewish family, he started off in variety
wearing his trademark top hat and tails and carrying a cane, recording his theme song Give Me The
Moonlight in 1955. He recorded throughout the fifties and although the majority of his hits were
rather tame covers of US hits, he was immensely popular. Big hits included Istambul, Happy Days
and Lonely Nights, Tweedle Dee, Seventeen, My Boy Flat Top (the latter two covers of Boyd
Bennett numbers), Green Door (a number 2 hit), The Garden of Eden (number one), Gotta Have
Something In The Bank Frank, Kewpie Doll, Come Softly To Me (with the Kaye Sisters) and the
Heart Of A Man. In the sixties he was quick to jump on any bandwagon that came along and his 45s
included the self-penned Don't Stop - Twist, Hey Mama by Tom Springfield and Lennon and
McCartney's Wait. Later hits included a cover of Tower of Strength, which made number one, Loop
de Loop, Hello Dolly and There Must Be A Way, his last top ten hit in 1967.
Although he never had a hit in the States, he made his mark there, acting with Marilyn Monroe in
1960's Let's Make Love. His Hollywood career didn't take off although he acted in some other films,
but it was as an all round entertainer that he became best known. He was a supporter of the Water
Rats charity and was King Rat twice and was also a big supporter of boys clubs.
Frankie was never someone who appealed to me: I found his rather greasy persona and bland
singing style boring and unappealing, but I'm sure there must be someone out there who would love
to have the ten autographed singles that I currently have. Below is a photo of them and, if anyone
is remotely interested, the Philips 45s in question are as follows: Hello Dolly/ Long Time No See BF
1339; Hercules/ Madeline (Open the door) 326542 BF; The Happy Train/ You Darlin' You BF 1438;
Don't Stop - Twist/ Red red roses PB 1219; Alley alley oh/ Gonna be a good boy now BF 1310; Hey
mama/ Brand new motor BF 1254; Come softly to me/ Say something sweet to your sweetheart PB
913 (with the Kaye Sisters); Wait/ There Goes the forgotten man BF 1460; You're The One for Me
BF 1280; The world we love in/ The day that it happens to you PB 1104.
As usual, TFTW would like to thank Nick for allowing us to borrow (steal?) his articles as well as all
Nick’s photos used to illustrate Shaky Lee’s USA Trip.
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First act I managed to see was Cliff Edmonds backed by two of the original Pirates - Clem Cattini
and Brian Gregg. We were waiting for Colin Hicks (Tommy Steele's brother) to arrive on stage, and
had given up after an hour when he came on, bearing some resemblance to his brother, and
disappointed by just doing three numbers, all Rock’n’Roll standards - 'Giddy-up A-Ding-Dong',
'Mean Woman Blues' and 'Whole Lotta Shakin''.
Gene Summers was the American headliner Friday night, backed by Some Like It Hot with Dave
Heslop on piano. Gene never fails to entertain in my opinion, and he incuded songs associated with
him like 'Straight Skirt', 'Twixteen', 'Alabama Shake' and of course 'School of Rock'n'Roll'. He came
on stage at the very end draped in the Rebel Flag, a typical finale to his performance. In the early
hours Lucas and The Dynamos entertained us, a great band for Bill Haley-style Rock’n’Roll.
Saturday was the beach party, and it was sunny all weekend and hot, hot, hot - but the sea was icy.
A few brave souls took a dip, I just got my feet wet (waited til I got back to London to take dips in the
capital's much warmer open-air ponds) but I sunbathed and listened to the music, the more
energetic ones jiving on the beach. Ritchie Gee and his pals in three piece black Edwardian suits of
course. (Last time I saw anyone dressed so formally on the beach was Frau Wetzel of the GDR
Peace Council in silken dress, with gold jewelry and pearls on the Kuehlensborn beach in East
Germany trying to convince us, thru a gold-toothed smile, that 'Ve are not bourgeois!') Ritchie and
his pals are not bourgeois, just dedicated T.E.D.S. (The Edwardian Drape Society).
First act I caught in the evening was Vince Eager backed by his Memphis Tones. Dressed sharply,
he certainly has a great voice both on ballads and rockin' numbers.
Jack Scott was the American headliner tonite, with his U.S. band, and he performed many of his
hits including 'Leroy'/'Greaseball', 'The Way I Walk', 'Geraldine'. I wasn't taking down a song list from
any of the artists I'm afraid, so this is from memory several days later.
Ever popular Welsh band, Crazy
Cavan and The Rhythm Rockers,
followed - you either love 'em or hate
'em. The Wildest Cats crowd loved
'em, and it was a great atmosphere
down in front of the stage and on the
stage for the finale numbers. I've been
following this band for over 40 years
now, and they sound as good as ever.
Their recordings are, if anything, even
better, and they do write most of their
material. Perhaps not the most
sophisticated band, sipping whisky
from a bottle and passing it around,
but hey, this is Rock’n’Roll. If you want
sophistication try the Covent Garden
Opera House.

© Lee Wilkinson

Tony being unsophisticated with
Cavan and some female admirers

Sunday was a very busy day. I managed, with some difficulty, to get into Lowestoft for the arrival of
the three American headliners, then back to Pakefield for Sandy Ford's Flying Saucers in their
usual early afternoon slot in the Prince's Hall. Sandy always varies his set, and Yvonne looked as
glamorous as ever on bass. Some numbers I've never heard Sandy do before, and Saucers are
another band I've been following for about 40 years, though back then they had a much bigger
line-up including Jacko on saxophone (who makes an appearance as vocalist next July at Wildest
Cats with two surviving original Comets).
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I wandered out of the hall to catch some more sunshine (as if I didn't have enough after spending
all Saturday on the beach) then back in again to catch Yann Moremelons with his new CorrupTED
line-up which includes his dad on bass. Yann is French and is now a driver for SNCF, the national
French railway network, so he had to ditch his British back-up band for an all-French one to save all
the commuting between UK and France. Yann was great, as always, and even included Screamin'
Lord Sutch's 'Til The Following Nite' in his set. Another very popular band.
After dinner I caught a bit of the Fireballs set (dad on double-bass and vocals, flanked by his two
sons). The youngest son is an absolutely brilliant lead guitarist, having started playing when he was
about 8 or 9 (must now be about 15 or 16 I guess) This evening they were doing an all-British set,
so as this was very limited, perhaps scraping the bottom of the barrel with the theme tune to 'Fireball
XL5', Lee and I moved on to the main hall knowing the brilliant Kingcats had failed to turn up, so Cliff
Edmonds was leading a group called the Telstars.
Lee and I met up with John and Mary Howard sitting
with Pam and Colinda Wilkinson during Cliff's set.
The four had driven up from Essex just to see
Hayden Thompson, then were driving back again.
We chatted as we waited for the American headliner,
who I'd never seen perform before.

John, Tony, Lee

I'm not familiar with Hayden Thompson's catalog,
but he impressed me with his performance. Mainly
rockers of course, but I really liked his Country
medley of 'You Win Again'/'I Forgot To Remember
To Forget'/'Blue Moon of Kentucky', all sung Country
rather than Elvis style. Guess I'm just a hillbilly hick
at heart, I loved it though I believe others preferred
Hayden doing his own rockers. It was disappointing that after being billed as backing him, we
assumed on piano and vocals, MaryJean (who'd just lost her dad, Cecil Harrelson) only came on
to do two vocal duets with Hayden, and for one of these she was at the back of the stage.
The ever popular German group, Lennerockers, were on next, very entertaining as always, but it
was getting very late. Having been on my feet most of the day I was exhausted, so was sitting at the
back of the hall watching their carefully choreographed acrobatics, when MaryJean came up to me
on her way to meet Scottish hubbie Gary. She asked how I was, and I explained I was just tired out.
MJ laughed, but I was determined to stick around for the final band of the weekend, Graham
Fenton's Matchbox. Graham is another performer I've been following for over 40 years, from when
he was lead singer for The Hellraisers and The Houseshakers in the 1970s. Had a little chat with
Graham before his set, he's touring a lot so rarely at home in Lake in the Isle of Wight. Matchbox
did a great set as expected, with Graham changing mid-act for his Gene Vincent tribute.
The nite and weekend ended about 2.30 am with the lead singer of the Lennerockers plus loads of
fans joining Matchbox on stage, including Frank Walker (sharing our chalet) and the guy with the
big Rebel Flag who always jumps on stage during Matchbox and Cavan sets. A great end to a great
weekend, but I truly was exhausted and could hardly stand in my painful winklepickers, so it might
have to be sensible shoes at the next Weekender, at least for the last day.
Apart from the brilliant sunshine all weekend, it was good to meet so many old friends and familiar
faces, and a woman I'd only chatted to on Facebook before. It is always a very friendly atmosphere.
I also must mention Robert, the Pontins Entertainments Manager. He works during the week with
the regular Pontins punters, but this weekend I was amazed to see him help clearing the tables in
the Queen Vic dining room, and on the Sunday he was kindly putting deckchairs out on the grass
for us to sit in while enjoying a barbecue. I also chatted to one of the Pontins Bluecoats I knew from
previous stays, and he said Robert is a great boss to work for.
Thanks, Ritchie, for another great Weekender. I'll be back next July, but before that there's also the
Xmas Party November 29th to December 2nd for those who are interested.
Tony ‘Pooped Out’ Papard
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Sun studio legend Hayden Thompson was a little concerned when he
was told he would be headlining the Sunday night session at the Wildest
Cats in Town weekender at Pakefield, Suffolk. “Won’t the guests leave
early for work the following day?” he wondered.
In the event, his worries were for nothing. By the time he hit the stage at
10.30pm, there wasn’t a seat to be had in the cavernous ballroom. The
weekender was completely sold-out, and no-one was going to miss a
rare appearance by that other Mississippi Flash.
Dressed in black with a vivid red pocket handkerchief giving a splash of
colour, the lofty silver-haired singer looked every inch the Rock’n’Roll
elder statesman when he strode on to the stage to a hero’s welcome.
And not only did he look good, he sounded good as he ripped into one of
his best known recordings as the opener, I Love My Baby. Originally a Phillips International label
release recorded at 706 Union Avenue, Memphis, it now appears on every rockabilly “best of”
collection worthy of the name.
After a finely judged fade-out, obviously rehearsed with the exemplary backing band Some Like It
Hot, it was time for Fairlane Rock, another great fifties song that was one of the cornerstones of the
seventies rockabilly revival which led to Hayden’s regular European jaunts starting in the early
eighties. He completed his opening trilogy of Thompson originals with Blues Blues Blues before
demonstrating his vocal versatility with a visit to the Johnny Cash songbook, for Ring of Fire into Cry
Cry Cry.
Hayden still has the range that means he can do justice to material in a lower register, and in the
next number sound uncannily like fifties Elvis.
Don’t Worry About a Thing gave the piano player from Some Like It Hot the chance to shine before
guest Mary Jean Lewis, niece of the Ferriday Fireball himself, joined Hayden for a slow-burn intro
but ultimately fast-rocking You Are My Sunshine in a version that could not have been imagined by
writer Governor Jimmie Davis.
One of the biggest fan reactions came to the next number, Pretty Little Love Song which has been
burning up the dance floors ever since it was included on an early East Coast Teen Party
compilation, and to the credit of all onstage, it sounded just like the record. Despite its fifties sound,
it dates only from 1990, a comparative newie compared with most of the sounds heard during the
weekender.
Hayden had his roots in country, as did almost all subsequent rockabillies, and a visit to Hank
Williams for You Win Again was almost obligatory. This was linked to a couple of Elvis country
offerings, I Forgot to Remember to Forget, and Blue Moon of Kentucky, with Hayden persuading the
sound engineer to give proper prominence to the amplified acoustic that was round his neck, and
not just for decoration.
The arrangement on What’cha Gonna Do, aka Southern Love, sounded ascloseasthis to Del
Shannon’s Runaway, with almost Latin guitar sounds, but it worked.
Mary Jean was invited back for a fun take on Big Bopper’s Chantilly Lace, apposite perhaps since
her uncle also recorded it, and the duo were obviously enjoying themselves as much as the
audience. Mary Jean went to the front of the stage for a shimmy that sent the already warm hall
temperature up a couple of degrees.
Then it was time for what Hayden described as the song that started it all, That’s All Right, Mama,
then a well-deserved encore, and he was gone. A truly great show, and a pity we don’t see Hayden
more often in the UK. He’s a headliner who delivers every time.
John Howard
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Very sad to learn of the death of lead baritone Marvin Junior
of veteran Chicago soul quintet The Dells, who suffered
congestive heart failure and passed away at approx 3:25 pm
on Wednesday May 29, 2013 aged 77. See tribute below
from Heikki Suosalo/Soul Express Finland.
Marvin Junior was a founding member of The Dells,
alongside Mickey McGill, Verne Allison, Chuck Barksdale
and original lead tenor Johnny Funches. Formed way back in
1952 as The El Rays, they scored with the doo wop classic
'Oh What A Nite', written by Junior and Funches, in 1956 after
a name-change to The Dells the previous year.
In 1961 Funches was replaced by Johnny Carter, previously
with The Flamingos, and The Dells enjoyed an impressive 48
years with the same personnel until Carter’s death in August
2009. They were inducted into the Rock & Roll Hall Of Fame in March 2004.
Powered by Marvin Junior’s muscular baritone - the inspiration for many other soul stars - notably
Teddy Pendergrass of Harold Melvin & The Blue Notes - The Dells racked up a respectable 46 hits
on the US R&B charts from the 1950s-1990s, including ‘There Is’, ‘Wear It On Our Face’, ‘I Can
Sing A Rainbow / Love Is Blue’ [a UK top 20 hit in 1969], ‘Always Together’, ‘I Miss You’, ‘Open
Up My Heart’, ‘Give Your Baby A Standing Ovation’, ‘My Pretending Days Are Over’, ‘The Love
We Had (Stays on My Mind)’ [recently revived by British soul songbird Joss Stone], ‘I Touched A
Dream’ and ‘A Heart Is A House For Love’ from 1991’s 'The Five Heartbeats', the movie for which
The Dells were the main inspiration. Indeed, it was Marvin Junior who persuaded director Robert
Townsend to bring a serious dramatic narrative to his film, originally conceived as a comedy.
‘Stay In My Corner’, The Dells’ first US R&B No 1 and Top 10 Pop hit in 1968, became a vehicle
for Marvin Junior’s ‘long note’, which by 1981’s 20th Century re-recording had stretched to a
lung-bursting 30-seconds in duration. [Marvin repeated his ‘long note’ trick on 1974’s ‘Bring Back
The Love Of Yesterday’ [Cadet 5703], another overlooked masterpiece].
In 2012, The Mighty Dells celebrated their Diamond Jubilee
Year, before hanging up their harmony hats for the final time,
becoming the first group in history to officially retire after a truly
phenomenal 60 years in the business, since their formation in
1952.
The story of The Dells begins in 1936, when six-month-old
Marvin Junior travelled the 500 miles from his birthplace in
Harrell, Arkansas to the middle-class suburb of Harvey, Illinois
with parents Richard and Jessie Junior, where he grew up in the
company of his cousin LaVerne Allison. At grade school, aged
seven, Marvin and Verne made contact with Johnny Funches
and Chuck Barksdale and the friendship continued when they all
The Dells 1956
Marvin Junior, Verne Allison, Chuck joined Thornton Township High School as teenagers.
Barksdale, Michael McGill, Johnny Mickey McGill and his brother Lucius came onto the scene in
Funches
1951, when Mickey was 14. By this time, Verne Allison was the
local basketball star and Johnny Funches was his best friend.
Before long, the six youngsters were visiting the Chicago theatres to catch the vocal groups of the
day and, almost inevitably, in the spring of 1952, they decided to form a singing group of their own,
calling themselves The El Rays before changing their name to The Dells in 1955.
Marvin Junior owned one of the greatest voices in soul music. He will be sorely missed.
David Yeats
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Dominique “Imperial” ANGLARES
March 20, 2013
Claude King, who passed away at his home on March 7, 2013,
boasted a singing, song-writing, recording and acting career that has
spanned over six decades. His famous “Wolverton Mountain” issued
on Columbia and co-written with another Shreveport native, Merle
Kilgore, was a big hit in 1962 and stayed on the Billboard charts for 26
weeks. But for sure the story of CK, as his friends used to call him,
doesn’t start in the ‘60s.
Born in February 5, 1923, in Keithville (now suburban Shreveport),
Louisiana, Claude spent most of his childhood on the farm and he
learned to love hunting and fishing. Until his death he took care of his
vegetable garden and enjoyed it. The family was poor as you can be
with just a plough and mule to work the bad dirt. His love for music was
evident buying his first guitar at the age of twelve. At a young age, his
love of baseball pushed him to excel to the point where he received a
baseball scholarship to the University of Idaho at Moscow. He also
worked for a while on a big ranch in Blanco, Texas, riding horse and watching for any animal that
might be hung in a fence. This leads him to write “Cajun Cowboy” some 60 years later. Around 1939,
also playing harmonica, he met Tillman Franks and Buddy Attaway and they formed "The Rainbow
Boys", playing where they could just for tips and trying their hand at recording with some demos cut
at KRMD radio in Shreveport. Claude’s sister was married to Elmer Attaway, brother of Buddy. Then
Claude King sounded like Ernest Tubb as he would do for some years.
After the attack on Pearl Harbor, Claude and his three brothers (George, Perry and
Henry) eagerly joined the US Navy and he fought in the Pacific between 1942 and
1946 serving as a radio operator. He was wounded twice while in action in Gilbert,
Marshall, Marianna and The Philippines. Claude had also three sisters and was the
last surviving member among his siblings.
Back in Shreveport, he went to Meadows-Draughon Business College in
Shreveport under the GI bill and started to work again with his friend Tillman
Franks in January1946. The same month Claude, Buddy Attaway, Tillman and
Merle Clayton went to Dallas to audition for Hal Horton, a dee-jay at KRLD. They
ended up back stage at the Sportatorium meeting Roy Acuff. Things in Dallas didn’t
work out so they headed back to Shreveport and on February 20, 1946 Claude married Barbara
Jean Coco, a 15 year old beauty, and the first cousin of Barbara Suber who had married Tillman
Franks on February 9, 1946. With three grown sons, Claude and Barbara still get gently ribbed
about that. One of their sons, Jay Jerome, caught the musical bug as a drummer.
Both friends quickly joined Harmie Smith, known as the Ozark Mountaineer, on KWKH until 1947.
Claude took Webb Pierce’s place and acted as emcee when playing little country towns in North
Louisiana, South Arkansas and East Texas. In that band you could find Buddy Attaway (fdl), who
took Owen Perry’s place, also acting as comedian, and Harry Todd (gtr) aged sixteen years too.
Harmie and that gang including Tillman Franks (bs) played the State Fair in Shreveport in November
1946. Harmie Smith was a nice guy, very sensitive with a tender heart. He had a bluesy style that
was liked by KWKH listeners. Claude also played in Pappy Covington’s band.
A first record in 1947 was issued on President, in their Southern Series, “Flying Saucers”/”I Want to
Be Loved” (HB 10) under the name of Buddy & Claude with The Kentuckians. On that tiny label was
also The Stamps Quartet. The session was done at KWKH radio in July 1947 with Buddy Attaway,
Claude King, Tillman Franks, Shot Jackson and The Bailes Brothers. “I Want To Be Loved”, a Bailes
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Brothers song issued on Columbia 20119 later became a hit for Johnnie and Jack. Both songs are
actually duet recordings. Soon afterwards, Buddy and Claude got sponsorship from General Mills
Flour and they moved to Monroe, Louisiana, working with Sleepy Watts (bs) and Jackie
Featherstone (steel gtr) as The Kentuckians. In early1948, for a short time, Claude and Buddy went
to work in Houston (Tx) calling themselves “The Attaway Boys” on their 30-minute KLEE radio show
and working on used cars lot by day. Back then Claude would read some poems and sing some
gospel songs. Tillman Franks moved to Houston in April 1948 to work with them for Elmer W. Laird.
They lost their jobs and radio sponsor after that guy was stabbed to death around late July 1948.
Although Tillman Franks headed back home it seems Claude stayed in Houston, living on Dixie
Drive, until 1949.
In December 1950, at KWKH, Claude King with Tillman Franks, Buddy
Attaway and Webb Pierce cut “A Million Mistakes” and “Why Should I”
issued on Pacemaker HB 1010. That record label was co-owned by
Webb Pierce and Horace Logan. These sides written by Claude were
reissued on Gotham 409 in 1951 and were followed by “51 Beers”/”Beer
and Pinball” (Gotham 411), two songs from the same session, issued in
August 1951. These four sides were reissued in 1964 on Hilltop LP
JM-6011 shared with Faron Young and Carl Perkins. “Beer and Pinball”
and “A Million Mistakes” are very much in Ernest Tubbs’ style while the two
other recordings are just average hillbilly.
At the same session, Webb Pierce recorded an uncredited duet with
Buddy Attaway titled “Freight Train Blues”. When issued on Pacemaker
1006-B, the song didn’t even have a singer’s name on the label. The
flip side sung by Buddy Attaway is “I’m Sitting on Top Of The World”,
and even if credited to Webb Pierce, that’s an old song, first recorded
by The Mississippi Sheiks in 1930. The harmonica chorus is played
by Rip Jackson and even if Webb changed the words slightly there
is not enough to give him credit. On all these Pacemaker recordings
done on KWKH, by night, Webb is backed by Tillman Franks (bs),
Buddy Attaway (gtr), Tex Grimsley (fdl) and Shot Jackson (st gtr). On
all those songs, Buddy Attaway plays great guitar licks in a Jerry Byrd
style and we can only regret his passing at 45 years old on 27th May 1968.
His guitar work on “Hayride Boogie” (a song he co-wrote with Webb) was duplicated on the version
recorded in 1956 for “Decca” under the title of “Teenage Boogie”. Buddy Attaway also recorded for
“Imperial” in January 1954 a cover of “Why Should I” issued with “Rock-A-My Baby On The Bayou”
(8258) and was a regular Hayrider until mid-1957. Marcel “Tex” Grimsley, a native from Shreveport,
recorded with his brother Cliff “Walking The Dog” (Pacemaker HB 1001 and Gotham 408) later a
solid hit for Webb Pierce when issued on Decca 28834. Tex retired early from the music world
making the choice to build fiddles until his death in 2002.
On February 10, 1952, Claude King played in Memphis with Johnny Horton and The Carlisles. Being
a prolific song writer he had written “That Heart Belongs To Me”. Webb Pierce tried to buy it but
Claude refused. Tillman Franks bought the song from Claude for $100 and Webb gave him his
money back which make Claude real mad. That song when issued on Decca 9-28091 with Webb
having composer credit went No 1 in June 1952. Webb recorded a new version five years later
re-titled “Don’t Do It Darlin’”. Released as the flip side of his single “Holiday For Love” (Decca
9-30419) the updated recording peaked at No 12. That song was also covered later by Mickey Gilley
on Paula, Bobby Helms on Gusto and Hank Snow for RCA.
In 1952, Tillman Franks secured with Stan Lewis a deal with “Specialty” records. That R’n’B label,
like “Chess” later, tried its hands at Hillbilly starting a “700” series in 1949 with a first issue by Earl
Nunn & His Alabama Ramblers numbered 701. After four releases the series was temporarily
suspended and was re-launched in around May 1952 probably through connections with Stan Lewis
and Tillman Franks. A first session for Claude King was done in KWKH studio by night with Buddy
Attaway (gtr), Shot Jackson (steel gtr), Tillman Franks (bs), Sonny Harville (pno) and Dobber
Johnson (fiddle). In July 1952 Claude’s “She’s My Baby”/“She Knows Why” (Spe 705) were issued,
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two very nice Hillbilly songs, and Shot Jackson’s “If The Truth Was Known”/”I’m trading You In For
a Later Model”. “She Knows Why” got a very good reception by Smokey Stover, a dee-jay for KRCT,
a radio located in Baytown (Texas) and from Red Jones, another pied-piper but working for KVET
located in Austin, Tx. On August 29, 1952, Claude played the famous Skyway Club, Highway 80,
East Bossier City with Billy Walker and Tommy & Goldie Hill.
In November 15, 1952, Specialty put an advert in the Billboard to promote Claude’s “Take It Like A
Man”/”So Close To Me” (Spe 708), Biff Collie’s “Everybody Wants Me But You”/”Don’t Talk About
Love” (Spe 709) and Shot Jackson’s “You Can’t Get The Country Out of The Boy”/”Grandad He’s
Not Old” (Spe 710). “Take It Like A Man”, very much in Hank Williams’ style, got a favourable report
from John Roddie in Country Song Roundup in April 1953.
Claude King made his first appearance at the Louisiana Hayride on October 11, 1952 and worked
with Hank Williams in November 1952 as his driver and opening act. The short tour with Tommy &
Goldie Hill and Red Sovine was booked by Clyde Perdue. Among the dates played were Opelousas
and Lafayette in Louisiana. Hank Williams Sr, one time Shreveport resident, really loved Claude’s
singing and even young Faron Young owed him some of his “Going Steady” melody.
Another session with the same personnel was set in December 1952 and in
February 1953 “Got The World By The Tail”/”Slow Thinking Heart” (Spe
711) were issued at the same time as Jerry Green’s “I’ll Find A Way”/”
Naggin’ Women and Braggin’ Men” (Spe 712) and Johnny Tyler’s “Take
Your Blues and Go”/”A Sinner’s Song” (Spe 713). In 1962, Claude
recorded “Got The World By The Tail” again, a solid boppin’ hillbilly with
piano, for Columbia and got it issued as a single. The 1st of December
1953, Johnny Horton and Claude King played the Mayfair Building at the
East Texas Fairgrounds in Tyler. On February 14, 1953 he played the
Louisiana Hayride with Jimmy Lee (Fautheree) and The Carlisles. He was
then a regular on the show as were Slim Whitman, The Maddox Brothers, Billy
Walker and Janette Hicks. During the time Johnny Horton was separated from Donna and his
marriage to Billie Jean in September 1953, he stayed with Claude and Barbara for a long time.
In March 1953, Claude King played in San Antonio, Tx, for a rodeo sharing the stage with Hank
Snow, The Carlisles, Marty Robbins, The Maddox Brothers and Rose and Red Sovine to name a
few. By July 1953 “Now That I Love You”/”I Think of You and Me” (Spe 716) were issued but after
two more releases Art Rupe ceased operation of his 700 Hillbilly series. Two of Claude’s sides “My
Future Life Will Be My Past” and “Over Again” were left unissued. On May 1953, Claude played the
Lake Cliff Club, 3201 Milam Street, Shreveport, with Johnny Horton and on September 24, 1953,
while touring for a month in Texas, Arizona and New Mexico, he was in Lubbock playing for Dave
Stone and Hi Pockets Duncan (KDAV radio) with Tommy Hill, Jean Shepard, Ferlin Husky, Slim
Willet and Vin Bruce. On November 17, 1953, Claude played in Temple (Tx) with Jack Hunt, Carolyn
Bradshaw and Paul Howard for a show headlined by Jim Reeves. Early 1954, the same unit played
in Hot Springs, Arkansas.
Claude was also a prolific song writer and his work was recorded by stars such as Kitty Wells (A
Wedding Ring Ago – Decca 9-28432), Webb Pierce, Buddy Attaway and Johnny Horton. Christmas
Eve 1953, he played with Johnny Horton and Floyd Cramer in Shreveport and on December 31,
another show was set at the Municipal Auditorium, with Tibby Edwards and Floyd Cramer who was
then recording for Abbott records. On January 20, 1954 a big Hillbilly Jamboree was set at The
Skyway Club on Highway 80 in Bossier City. It was a March of the Dimes event with Claude King,
Van Howard, Johnny Horton, Jack Ford, Tommy Blake and many other Louisiana Hayriders.
On December 24, 1954, Claude King played The Plantation in Houston with Billy Walker and The
Carlisles for a show booked by Biff Collie, dee-jay at KNUZ. By then Buddy Attaway played with
Soko Sokolosky (ac), Felton Pruitt (steel gtr), Don Davis (bass) and Dobber Johnson (fdl) as The
Lump Lump Boys. He had “Why Should I” released on Imperial 8258 around mid-1954 and was a
regular on The Louisiana Hayride for several years. Merle Kilgore who later wrote “Johnny Reb” for
Johnny Horton was also on that Californian label from 1955 to 1958.

To be continued...
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Helena is a small city on the Eastern side of Arkansas and is more normally
associated with the blues, rather than Rockabilly, due to The King Biscuit Blues
Festival held in Helena every year in October, which manages to attract 100,000
people. The Rockabilly Festival has reached its third year and, with an impressive
line-up it was time, whilst on the TFTW Stompin' USA 2013 tour, to investigate
the goings on at this year's Festival which started Friday afternoon on the 10 May
with Brandon Cunning & The Stunning Cunning Band, a band who are based
in Memphis. They were followed by Rockabilly Hall of Famer C W Gatlin, who
hails from Helena and was a firm favourite with the locals, with "I Need You"
standing out from a good set.

C W Gatlin

Sleepy LaBeef, who himself hails from Smackover, Arkansas,
was up next, displaying why at 77 he is still a formidable live act.
Highlights of the big man's show was a thunderous version of
Hank Williams' "Lost Highway" and "Hello Josephine" done to a
treat. "Polk Salad Annie" was also great.
The Cate Brothers were up next with a tribute
to Levon Helm, The Cate Brothers are Levon's
Sleepy LaBeef cousins and have played many times with
Levon before his death. The highlights of this
set were "The Weight" and "Sweet Peach Georgia Wine". I also enjoyed their
own big hit "Am I Losing You" which the audience demanded as an encore. Top
of the bill was Cooter and Cooter's Garage Band who I’m sorry to say I did not
see due to having to leave to get back to Clarksdale.
Saturday began at 11.00 am with Carl
Earl Cate
Perkins’ son Stan Perkins who did a
competent set of songs. Stan's band featured
legendary Elvis drummer DJ Fontana who, at 82, looked a lot
younger; the rest of the band was made up with Sonny Burgess’
band the Legendary Pacers. Stan himself was the drummer for
his father's band and Stan has played behind Jerry Lee Lewis
Stan Perkins
Fred Douglas and Johnny Cash as well as his father Carl Perkins. Stan,
playing a blue with gold accessories Stratocaster, looked like his
father as he did good versions of "Matchbox" and "Honey Don't". Stan then did a good reading of
Roy Orbison's "Cryin'". "Everybody Trying To Be My Baby" went down well but I suppose the biggest
cheer went up when he ended his set with "Blue Suede Shoes".
Memphis Band Reba Russell have a great track record; Reba has recorded with
U2 and is on "The Rattle & Hum" album; she is also on "The Class of 55" album
which features such luminaries as Johnny Cash, Roy Orbison, Jerry Lee Lewis,
Carl Perkins, June Carter Cash, Rick Nelson and John Fogarty. Reba's
highlights included "40 Days", "Tear It Up" and her keyboard player Robert
Nighthawk Tomms did a cracking rendition of "Who Will Your Next Fool Be".
Reba ended her enjoyable spot with "One Night With You".
W S Holland first started with Carl Perkins and was the drummer on the original
recording of "Blue Suede Shoes" as well as on the Million Dollar Quartet
recordings. W S was also Johnny Cash's drummer for nearly 40 years playing
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Reba Russell

on most of his big recordings. Highlights from W S included "Let The Good Times Roll", "Blue Suede
Shoes" and "Matchbox"; W S played some Johnny Cash songs as well "Folsom Prison Blues", "Ring
of Fire" before closing with "Everybody Trying To Be My Baby".
Ace Cannon started back in the ‘50s playing on Sun Records and then
moved on to Bill Black's Combo before starting his solo career with
Tuff. Ace commenced with "Green Onions", "Cottonfields" and "Crazy",
a vocal from Ace on "What A Wonderful World" led into "Heartbreak
Hotel" and "Raunchy". Boots Randolph's "Yakety Sax" brought Ace to a
close.

Ace Cannon

Linda Gail Lewis was up next and Jerry Lee Lewis's sister did not
disappoint with a storming start with "I Like To Boogie Woogie" and
"Shake Rattle & Roll", a duet with daughter Annie Marie Dolan
"Love Keeps Callin'" before launching into "Good Golly Miss Molly"
to be followed by classic Rock’n’Roll songs "Jambalaya", "Blue
Suede Shoes", "Ubangi Stomp", "Johnny B Goode" and "Rip It Up".
This was high energy stuff as Linda carried on with "Rollin'" then
Linda Gail Lewis
one of her brother’s hits "High School Confidential", slowing down
slightly with "I'll Take Memphis" but built up to a powerhouse finish
with "Great Balls of Fire" and "Whole Lotta Shakin'".
Sonny Burgess & The Legendary Pacers started with "Caledonia"
then into "We Wanna Boogie", a creditable version of "Ain't Got No
Home". "Bucket’s Got a Hole In It" followed by "Folsom Prison" which
then saw Jim Aldridge on sax sing "The Arkansas Twist", then we had
probably the two songs most serious music people hate, "Mustang
Sally" and "Sweet Home Chicago", although things got better when
Sonny Burgess
the band did their other great song "Red Headed Mama". Lance
Lipinsky of the Million Dollar Quartet (Stage Show) stepped up with
Sonny & The Band backing him. Lance, who plays Jerry Lee Lewis in the Stage Show, got things
under way with Fats Domino's "I'm Ready", then "Slow Down" and "Blackberry Boogie". Lance
hammed it up with plenty of Jerry Lee inspired moves. "High School Confidential" brought his and
Sonny Burgess's spot to a close.
Wanda Jackson, known as The Queen of Rockabilly and born in
Oklahoma, was up next. "Riot In Cell Block No.9" opened her
entertaining set. Wanda carried on with "Rock Your Baby",
"Breathless" was superb and "I'll Bet You My Heart I Love You" her
yodelling song, was great. "Heartbreak Hotel" was next after she told
the audience about dating Elvis. A song off her Jack White produced
Wanda Jackson album "The Party Ain't Over" thrilled the UK part of the audience with
"Shakin' All Over". "Slow Down" came before Wanda's big Japanese
hit "Fujiyama Mama". Wanda told us how she had become a Christian just before singing Hank
William's "I Saw The Light". "Let's Have a Party", her mega worldwide hit, ended a very good
appearance by Wanda.
Travis Wammack began his slot with the old Jimmy Hughes
number "Neighbour Neighbour" which ran into "Get Rhythm".
Travis is a fine guitar player and certainly lived up to it as the set
continued with a wide mix of styles; "Rock & Roll Shoes", "Tear It
Up" were great although I wasn't too impressed with disco song
"Play That Funky Music". His big hit "Scratchy" was combined
with "Walk Don’t Run". A couple of blues numbers "The
Bottleneck Blues" and "Boogie Chillen'" were good. A bit of soul
Travis Wammack
"When Something Is Wrong With My Baby" came before a final
piece of music "The American National Anthem". The top of bill were the Kentucky Headhunters.
Words & Pictures: Dave Thomas
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The Southern Fried Festival took place over four
days/nights, all in inside venues in Perth, Scotland - the
Concert Hall, the Theatre, and the Twa Tams pub. No
outside gigs although there were some unconnected
buskers on the street - young guys doing Beatles’
songs, unlike the Sidmouth folk festival where the
whole town is taken over. The Concert Hall is very
modern and excellent and the Theatre is intimate and
cosy, very like the Theatre Royal at Stratford in East
London.
THURSDAY - Venue: The Twa Tams Pub Launch
Party 9pm.
Opening was Phil Lee. I had never heard of him but he
was a very pleasant surprise. A Nashville songwriter
who plays basic guitar and good harmonica, aged
about 65, very slim, dressed in black and looking like a
cross between Bob Dylan and Johnny Depp’s creation Jack Sparrow. He has amusing stage
presence, a strong voice and writes good songs with clever wordplay. Wicked humour e.g. ‘’She ran
out of give, before I ran out of take’’. He did an hour’s set. I should have investigated some of his
albums but regret I didn’t. Well worth seeing if you get the chance.
Next on were Scottish five-piece electric band The Holy Ghosts plugging their Voodoo Shakedown
EP. Young guys, I would guess average age 20. I had high hopes but was disappointed. Not bad
musically but (a) they played very loud in a small pub and (b) sounded like the Monkees whereas I
was expecting something like the Stones. Went down well with the crowd. I left early.
FRIDAY - Venue: Concert Hall 7.30pm.
Top of the bill USA song thrush Shelby Lynne had to cancel for family reasons so stepping in at late
notice were one of the UK’s finest, the James Hunter Six (some may recall Hunter from years ago
at the 100 Club as Howling Wilf). Hunter, a London boy, leads an excellent six-piece band; two
saxes, drums, upright double bass, keyboards and he plays stunning lead guitar. Mostly original
songs plus the Five Royales’ Baby Don’t Do It. James sings in a tough convincing blues soul style.
The band were exceptionally tight and sort of reminded me of the Meters. James referred to Allen
Toussaint a couple of times so an influence for sure. A great showman - a sideways Cossack walk
while playing scintillating guitar licks. Reminded me in part of Johnny Guitar Watson. Played old
guitar sounds and modern ones. Great show that received a standing ovation. Blue eyed soul of the
highest order. 10/10. Then the interval.
Second half and Bettye LaVette, the original second on the bill, now
promoted to top and deservedly so. At almost 70 what great shape she
is in - sleek of body and vocally probably the best I have heard and seen
since Nina Simone! Sells the songs well and uses her whole being like
a great actress - a bit like Shirley Bassey does. Told amusing anecdotes
on stage like how she wanted to be on Dick Clark’s Bandstand in 1962
to plug her then debut record My Man but she was considered too sexy
(it wasn’t a dance record!!). Her small excellent band contained a black
drummer but her musical MD on keyboards was white as were the lead
guitar and electric bass players. She sang a lot of what I would call
contemporary songs by Tom Waits, Neil Young as well as early glories
like My Man. A well-deserved standing ovation and incredible cheering
bought her back for a great encore. A spine tingling a capella song that
I think was called I Do Not Want What I Have Not Got. Magic. You could
hear a pin drop. 10/10.
10.45pm and a short walk to the Perth Theatre for the Bill Kirchen Band plus Roddy Hart and the
Lonesome Fire. To my surprise and delight the Bill Kirchen Trio kicked off the show. Just as well
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as I walked out on the Scottish pop support band 1 hour and 40 mins later. Anyway, back to the
power trio of Jack Odell on drums, an electric bass player whose name escapes me and on lead
guitar and vocals Bill Kirchen. Kicking off the set they roared into the title track of John/Cliff’s
recommended Proper release Hammer Of The Honky Tonk Gods and followed that with two more
cuts from the same CD, the environmental song Rocks Into Sand and the heartbreak shuffle Get A
Little Goner. Just three guys but what a full sound. Next a Dan Hicks song Word To The Wise, then
an Elvis Costello song Man In The Bottom Of The Well.
Bill did several Dylan songs including Times They Are A
Changing and then introduced surprise guest, buddy Tom
Russell (who was to perform his own set the following day)
and they dueted taking alternate lead vocals on Dylan’s
Just Like Tom Thumb’s Blues (when you’re lost in Juarez
etc.) This was electrifying - the definitive performance; they
should do a Dylan duet album with this as the plug single so gutsy!! After this one song Tom trotted off and Jack
Odell did a cute song I Might Have Been A Lawyer, But I
Couldn't Pass The Bar. Back to Bill and Seeds And Stems
and many others.
Then it was time for the showstopping finale, Hot Rod
Lincoln but not as you know it. First couple of verses
straight then Bill says how would Johnny Cash do it, so he
reproduces the exact guitar sound of Cash’s Big River and then after 30 seconds to a minute goes
into the guitar styles of many, sounding identical to the records. Think Ike Turner’s All The Blues, All
The Time as the template. So after Cash we got Duane Eddy, Carl Perkins, Marty Robbins, Johnnie
Rivers, Waylon Jennings, Merle Haggard, Merle Travis, Freddy King, BB King, Albert King, Ben E.
King, Billie Jean King (tennis racket sounds), Elvis Presley, Link Wray, Alvino Ray, Muddy Waters,
Rolling Stones (Brown Sugar), Deep Purple, Sex Pistols, Jimi Hendrix including playing guitar
behind the back of his head, many more and I think closing with Bob Wills.
Bill is not known as the Titan of the Telecaster without reason!! To say that the joint was a rocking
is one hell of an understatement. Standing ovation. He did two other country songs in an encore.
Had a brief chat with him afterwards and bought all his CDs. Outstanding performance comparable
to the night many years ago at the 100 Club when Jim and I saw Homesick James give the
performance of his life!! But for Bill maybe this was just a typical performance - who knows? All the
guys I talked to later thought he was incredible. 10+++/10.
SATURDAY - Venue: Perth Theatre 2pm.
On first were a Scottish duo; pleasant but I cannot remember their name. Then Tom Russell, a fine
singer songwriter guitarist based in El Paso, Texas. He was accompanied on lead acoustic guitar
by talented Thad Beckman. Apparently this show was being recorded by Radio Scotland for later
broadcast so maybe you can access it some way. Tom is a great entertainer and has good patter
between songs. I enjoyed his set a lot; all very good but not certain what the highlight was so I
bought five CDs!! He does story songs, often featuring the Tex-Mex border. He does cowboy songs.
He is obviously influenced by Dylan.
At 5pm we have an interlude then it’s off to the Concert Hall at 7.30pm. For this gig they have taken
all the stall seats out and I am in the vast Standing Pit that has replaced it. We are here for The
Mavericks plus the David Wax Museum. It is interesting to see so many OAP boppers on their feet
in the pit although there are some balcony seats for those who want to sit. David Wax Museum, a
real surprise hails, from Boston. Wax is lead singer and ukulele player but the star for me in the is
Suz Slezak, the pregnant girl in the tight red dress playing fiddle and accordion and also on vocals.
Also in the band is bass guitar and drums. They do Mexican folk, a capella, world music and pop.
Very rhythmic and melodic. Excellent.
A short break and then The Mavericks, a Country steeped garage band with Cuban/American lead
singer in Raul Malo, they are a good time band par excellence. Coming on to the instrumental Zorba
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The Greek, they announced their party time credentials and reminded me of a country rock Tex-Mex
version of Madness. A big ensemble; nine pieces for a big sound. Trumpet, sax, drums, upright
double bass, accordion, keyboards, lead guitar, rhythm guitar and Raul on vocals and guitar
sometimes lead. They do an over two-hour set. A very enthusiastic audience - in fact I would say
that in Perth the Mavericks are bigger than the Rolling Stones - no make that the Beatles!! One of
their encores was Twist And Shout. Amazing to see so many ladies of a certain age doing the frug
and hully gully and all the guys shouting “Shake it up baby!!” Lots of handclapping and power
punching to the sky. An unusual item was Raul’s tribute to the late Slim Whitman who died recently.
Raul did a straight version of Indian Love Call. Just Raul with acoustic guitar and accordion player.
They really have lots of fun on stage and seemed to be genuinely overcome by the reception. Great
fun. Easily another 10++/10 .So naturally I bought their latest album.
It was now almost 11pm and I was supposed to go back to the Theatre for the gospel group the
McClarry Sisters but I was so knackered. My voice was hoarse and I’d had little sleep due to the
heat in my hotel room and seagulls calling me at 5am. First off I thought it was some enthusiastic
lovemaking from the room next door!! So regret to say I don’t know what they sisters were like.
SUNDAY - Venue: Perth Theatre 2pm.
First on a delightful surprise; two singer songwriter guitarists who
are based in Austin, Texas, Brennen Leigh (female) and Noel
McKay (a guy from Lubbock, Texas!). They did solo vocals and
duets. Excellent original songs. Noel has co-written with Guy
Clarke in the past. Brennen also made solo albums before
hooking up with Noel. Got the CDs.
Then came top of the bill Larkin Poe, described as swampadelic
soul sisters from Atlanta, Georgia. They are real sisters in their
twenties, wear short shorts, both vocalise, one plays slide electric
guitar and the other plays guitar, fiddle and mandolin. They are
backed by two guys, one on drums and the other on electric
bass. They are Heavy, Man! The first two songs were noisy. The
third was pretty good, their atmospheric version of Wade In The
Water as featured on YouTube. Then a fiddle tune - apparently
they did a project with one of the Fairport Convention boys. But
after that they did a song called Sugar High which I would
describe as Jimi Hendrix meets Led Zeppelin. I thought it was
bollocks but I think they could be huge international stars - they
have the looks, talent etc. but not my cup of tea so I walked out
with a number of others.
So to the last show back at the Concert Hall at 7.30pm with the seats back in place. First on were
Darrell Scott and Danny Thompson. Thompson is of course the legendary bass player who has
played with many artists and Scott is a singer songwriter guitarist (and occasional pianist). A bit
jazzy, sort of vocally a cross maybe between Cat Stevens and Tom Waits. Great guitar player. Lots
of instrumental riffs between the two Ds. Wistful rather than rocking especially on the song The Man
Who Could Have Played Bass With ShaNaNa - really a song about life’s lost opportunities and what
might have been. Another good song was It Ain't Love, It Ain't Money, It's The Whiskey That Eases
The Pain. A talented duo. They had over 10 CDs on offer so I did not know what to buy so ended
up with none. Standing ovation. Good 9/10.
Finally last artist Patty Griffin. Although she grew up in Maine with an Irish father she is based in
Austin, Texas. Big hair and good voice. A singer songwriter guitarist and piano player and was
accompanied by a lead guitarist. Had six guitars on stage between them (Bill Kirchen only had
one!!). Quite stomping on some tracks.
Overall I felt that tonight, despite some very good music, was a little anti-climactic - sort of Sunday
Morning Coming Down. However, overall a great time. May well go again next year.
Brendon McGuinness
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Baker’s Dozen
A dip into 40 years of correspondence from the
Ken Major/Chuck N. Baker (USA) archive cabinet
Contact Ken for the fuller stories.
1) The state Senate agreed a bill to allow the Dept. of Transportation to increase the speed limit in
Nevada to 85 mph on selected highways. The limit would only be allowed on a divided (dual
carriageway) with at least 4 lanes. It was mentioned that accidents have been reduced on sections
of freeways where the limit was increased to 80 mph. Senator Debbie Smith said motor vehicles
generally are driven 5 mph over the limit and was concerned about trucks passing at 90 mph,
particularly triple trailers. Source: Ed Vogel, Las Vegas Review-Journal, 4.4.2013
2) On Feb 8 a Walk Of Fame star was laid in Hollywood for a convicted killer serving life in Vacaville
prison for the murder of his 37 years old wife Ella Mae. In August John Gilmore will release “L.A.
Despair” (Amok Books) that includes a section on Spade Cooley, the King of Western Swing, before
Bob Wills took over the mantle. Dennis Quaid has the rights to the 3 Cooley children’s stories and
has written a film he plans to direct and star in with Katie Holmes. Film maker Dave Payne has also
written a screen version of Cooley’s life. Source: Shana Ting Lipton, Los Angeles Times, 9.7.2005
3) A long-time resident of Macon, Georgia, the Gypsy of the Blues, Eddie Kirkland died aged 87 on
Feb. 27th in Tampa, Fl. from a car accident with a Greyhound bus in Homosassa Fl. Kirkland was
a singer, guitarist, songwriter and harmonica player and played with John Lee Hooker and Otis
Redding. He spent more than 40 weeks a year on the road and recently toured 2 weeks out of every
4. He lived through the deaths of several children including the murder of a niece. He survived 2
shootings and served time on a chain gang. Source: Margalit Fox, The New York Times, 6.3.2011
4) “Everything we did, we found on stage”, so said Keely Smith. Sonny & Cher virtually lifted the
Prima/Smith interplay for their TV show. Keeley’s on stage deadpan happened because they did 5x
45 minutes shows and she never said a word for the first 30 minutes, so leaning against the piano
she watched what was going on around her until Louis pulled on her skirt and she would give him
the brush off stare. The sets would start with Louis doing three songs, then individual members of
the band, then finish with Keely and Louis. Source: Mike Weatherford, Nevada Magazine, Oct 2001
5) Mel McDaniel had a No. 1 hit with Bob McDill’s “Baby’s Got Her Blue Jeans On” and had many
other hits in the early and mid-1980s, including Louisiana Saturday Night, “Let It Roll Let It Rock”,
“Goodbye Marie” for Kenny Rodgers. He was a regular on the Grand Ole Opry beginning in 1986
and wrote “The Grandest Lady Of Them All” for Conway Twitty which is used as the Opry’s theme
song on broadcasts from the country music show in Nashville. McDaniel died of lung cancer in
March 2011 at his home in Hendersonville, Tennessee. Source: Los Angeles Times, 2.4.2011
6) In 2010 vinyl grew 13% with the Beatles “Abbey Road” leading the charge. Consumers bought
more vinyl in 2010 than any other year since SoundScan began tracking sales on 1991. Fans
bought 71% of vinyl albums in independent record stores. Piracy, vanishing record shops and
decreasing shelf space in stores continue to depress CD album sales which fell 13%, and the digital
boom has been flattening. 13 albums sold more than 1 million copies in 2010, down from 22 in 2009.
More than one quarter of albums sold last year were downloads. Source: Edna Gundersen, USA
Today 6.1.2011
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7) Anthony Keats, the Doors’ intellectual property lawyer, wrote to Christopher Maillet, owner of a
Doors theme Paris bar called “The Lezard King”, warning that the band does not want to be seen
endorsing the bar, giving 3 weeks to remove images of the group and to change the name. Maillet
opened the bar 9 months ago. The 750 square foot bar is located in Paris’ hip Bastille neighbourhood and cost Maillet his life savings. The Doors’ Jim Morrison died aged 27 of heart failure in his
bath at a site near where the Lezard King is today. Source: Jenny Barchfield, Las Vegas-Review
Journal 11.6.2011
8) Kathy Kirby died in May 2011 aged 72. “The Blond Bombshell” represented the UK in the
Eurovision Song Contest in 1965 and came second to Luxembourg. Her biggest and best known
hit was “Secret Love”. She had two top tens and three others in the top 40 which helped her land
her own TV show. After her pop successes Kathy appeared on many TV variety shows making her
last public singing appearance in the early 1980s on a TV special. Kathy appeared on the
American Ed Sullivan Show and her niece Sarah is married to Sir Mark Thatcher. Source: Belfast
Telegraph
9) November 1954, Frank Sinatra and Joe DiMaggio rushed out of an L.A. restaurant followed by
Billy Karen the maitre d’ on a tip off that Joe’s estranged wife Marilyn Monroe was in a nearby
apartment. Private eye Barney Ruditsky smashed down the wrong door and resident Florence
Kotz eventually sued, receiving $7500. Tenant Sheila Renour said Monroe was in her apartment
having dinner; later music coach Hal Schaefer said she was with him that night. Ruditsky admitted
he knew it was the wrong door wishing to avoid harm to Monroe. Source: Steve Harbey, L.A.
Times, 5.6.2011
10) An 8ft statue of Chuck Berry was approved by the St. Louis University City council but had to
reject a last minute petition by opponents who collected 100 signatures. The statue is to be built
on an intersection of the Delmar Loop that includes Blueberry Hill where Chuck has played over
160 shows in the last 15 years. Club owner Joe Edwards helped raise over $100,000 in private
funding for the statue which depicts a young Berry and said it would be installed on July 29th at a
ceremony which will feature the 84 year old rock‘n’roller. Source: The Las Vegas Sentinel-Voice
30.6.2011
11) Two Grammy Awards were picked up by Harley Allen for singing harmonies with the Soggy
Bottom Boys on “I am A Man Of Constant Sorrow” in the “O Brother Where Art Thou” soundtrack
album. Allen was reared in Dayton, Ohio and as a teenager performed in a bluegrass band with
his brothers Glen, Neal and Ronnie. He wrote, “High Sierra” recorded by the trio of Emmylou
Harris, Dolly Parton and Linda Ronstadt. Allen was the son of bluegrass singer Red Allen and died
of cancer at his home in Brentwood, Tennessee in March. Source: Los Angeles Times, 2.4.2011
12) Three generation musical families include Hank Williams, Hank Williams Jnr. Hank Williams III
on the country charts. Mother Maybelle Carter, her daughters Anita Carter, June Carter, and
granddaughter Carlene Carter. Murray Wilson, sons Brian, Carl and Dennis of the Beach Boys and
Carnie and Wendy of “Wilson Phillips”. Also gospel singers David and Delores Winans and 8 of
their 10 children plus 5 other related. Ozzie Nelson who appeared in the Billboard charts in 1940,
and son Ricky and his twin sons Gunnar and Matthew Nelson. Source: The Las Vegas SentinelVoice 30.6.2011
13) The Cheers’ version of “Black Denim Trousers” reached Billboard’s Top 10 in 1955. The group
included Sue Allen, Bert Convy and Gil Garfield, and recorded several demos of Leiber and Stoller
tunes. Another L & S song was “Bazoon (I Need Your Lovin’)” which reached the charts in 1954.
Garfield graduated from North Hollywood High School, and studied business at USC when he
started singing in nightclubs. He spent 3 years with the Cheers and became successful in real
estate. Garfield died in January of cancer said his partner Mike Hiles. Source: Keith Thursday, L.A.
Times, 4 .4.2011

Chuck N Baker / Ken Major
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Way Down Yonder in New Orleans
I always feel a sort of sense of elation whenever I get within sniffing distance of the Big Easy, and
this time it was as strong as ever as we entered New Orleans on Tuesday April 30 and enjoyed
lunch at the St Charles Tavern. We had pre-booked accommodation at the Midtown Hotel on Tulane
Avenue where Nick and I, along with Dave Thomas and Dave Carroll, had stayed eighteen months
previously. Despite not being the most salubrious neighbourhood it proved to be a reasonable place
to stay and was less costly than most places in the city.
A torrential downpour scuppered our plans to visit one of the few remaining authentic record stores,
but the rain had abated by evening time when I enjoyed a bowl of jambalaya before heading over to
the Rock ‘n’ Bowl for A Tribute To Bobby Charles concert. This was the second annual event
celebrating the music of this late, great Louisiana singer/songwriter. The show opened with leggy,
bluesy singer/guitarist Shannon McNally who looked and sounded good, but her set failed to excite
me as I thought it was rather pedestrian. It did buck up somewhat though when an unbilled Dr John
sat in on keyboard for a few numbers including the title track of McNally’s new CD of Charles’ songs
– Small Town Talk.
Next up was keyboard playing vocalist Beth McKee, whose voice reminded me a little of Bonnie
Raitt. Together with the accompanying band she gave a more varied performance on songs such
as Walkin’ To New Orleans and one of my favourites, The Jealous Kind. However all this was just
a prelude to the main attraction of the evening, the wonderful Lil’ Band O’ Gold. Driving drummer
Warren Storm is, unfortunately, no longer with them, but guitarist CC Adcock, accordion player
Steve Riley and pianist David Egan are, plus a three-piece horn section including acclaimed
saxophonist Richard Landry.
They oozed class in a show with too many highlights to recall, although I do remember Riley taking
the lead on the swamp pop ballad Before I Grow Too Old, Adcock singing his answer song to it –
Done Most Everything, Egan playing some breathtaking piano on one of his own numbers, and a
grand finale of See You Later Alligator.
Our first full day in the Crescent City commenced with breakfast at Anita’s Grill, further down Tulane,
where we were to eat on several mornings. In the early afternoon we saw pianist Davell Crawford
at the Louisiana Music factory on Decatur, where he was showcasing tracks from his soon to be
released CD – My Gift To You. The grandson of the late James ‘Sugarboy’ Crawford, he played a
varied selection of songs, mainly in a jazzy New Orleans rhythm ‘n’ blues vein, the best of which I
thought was Creole Man. He was followed by zydeco artist Chubby Carrier & The Bayou Swamp
Band, to whom we listened for a little while on the street outside this leading independent record
shop.
In the evening we attended the Palm Court Jazz Café for what was billed as The Naughty Nurses
Prom in celebration of the New Orleans Musicians Clinic’s 15th anniversary. We arrived just in time
too, as Little Freddie King had just taken to the stage looking every inch the star in his bright blue
suit, two-tone shoes, shirt & tie, topped off with a stylish titfer. He and his band – drummer ‘Wacko’
Wade Wright, Anthony Anderson on bass and harmonica player Bobby Lewis Di Tullio – really got
into the groove with their uptempo brand of juke joint blues.
It was a great atmosphere with couples dancing and naughty nurses prancing. Whilst standing at
the bar enjoying a beer a young American guy called Jason who none of us knew asked if we were
Woodies, which seemed bizarre, until he explained that he had met Ken Major and other Woodies
on a previous trip and knew some of us would be in town. Speaking of bizarre, compering duties
seemed to be shared between a colourful character dressed as the late Ernie K Doe and a
flamboyant big-haired singer known as Christine (The Beehive Queen) Ohlman. Guitar Lightnin’ Lee
was the other act on the bill, and he too got the joint jumping with some good old rock ‘n’ roll covers
and a bit of blues.
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The prom finished rather early so we sauntered along to Snug Harbor to find a Marcia Ball
performance was sold out, but we had a couple of drinks at the bar where we met Graham from
Derby who had brought Marcia over to England on a couple of occasions. He introduced us to the
tall Ms Ball, with whom we had our photo taken, and I was allowed to slip into the rear of a packed
concert room for a little look while she was playing.
There was a lot of rain about on Thursday so Alan, John and I spent much of the day mooching
around downtown whilst dodging heavy showers. After an enjoyable evening meal in a
Mediterranean restaurant on Carrollton Avenue we returned to the Rock ‘n’ Bowl, this time for a
zydeco night. With a bill consisting of Roy ‘Chubby’ Carrier & the Bayou Swamp Band, Geno
Dalafose & French Rockin’ Boogie plus the ravishing Rosie Ledett & the Zydeco Playboys, the place
was much busier than on our previous visit. Besides some smashing accordion-led music to dance
to it was a very pleasant surprise to run into Brit friends Carole Lateman and Nigel Bewley of the
SwampRock club.
More heavy rain caused the start of Friday’s Jazzfest to be delayed by one hour, but we were ready
to go after breakfast at Anita’s. Due to the cool temperature, rain and slutch I opted to stay around
the perimeter of the Fairground/Racecourse, where the Jazz &
Heritage Festival is staged, as the conditions there weren’t too
bad. In doing so I missed the headliners on the main stages,
but I thoroughly enjoyed my day and caught some acts that I
would not normally have seen.
In the blues tent I witnessed the swamp pop bluesy David Egan
& 20 Years Of Trouble followed by a Coco Robicheaux tribute
featuring Spiritland with one of my favourite soul/blues
guitarists, Walter ‘Wolfman’ Washington. In the gospel tent I
caught a bit of Connie & Dwight with the St Raymond & St Leo
the Great Choir, then wandered off for a look around some of
the stalls and to savour a bowl of gumbo, which warmed me up.

Wolfman © Nick Cobban

Determined to grab a seat for Irma Thomas’ Tribute to Mahalia Jackson I returned to the gospel tent
during the preceding act – Shades of Praise. I found a good position and thought Ms Thomas was
in fabulous form, and although I have seen her many times over the years this was the first time I
had witnessed her sacred side, the highlight of which was a moving rendition of How Great Thou
Art. I ended the day with a band by the name of Murder The Stout from Houston who were like a
sort of Poguish Celtic punk-rock band who played with plenty of spirit.
The evening saw us at One Eyed Jacks, a groovy little joint
on Toulouse Street, for a show that seemed to be a late
addition to the N.O. night-time schedule, and a really good
one it was too. Here we came across another British music
fan, Mark, who I see at gigs in London from time to time.
Anyway the star of the show was the terrific soulful singer
and left-handed Texan guitarist Barbara Lynn. Best known
for a song she wrote and recorded back in ’62 – You’ll Lose
A Good Thing – she sounded and looked stunning.
Besides a cracking version of her biggie she sang another of
her own songs, which the Rolling Stones covered, Oh Baby
(We Got A Good Thing Goin’). Backing Ms Lynn was Lil’
Buck Sinegal & his Buckaroos who played a short set of their own and also accompanied funky
Louisiana soulman Bobby Allen.
Barbara Lynn © Nick Cobban

Saturday May 4th began with breakfast at Oak Street Café followed by a short trip on the ferry
across the Mississippi to Algiers. In the evening we returned to One Eyed Jacks for Lee Fields &
The Expressions. I wasn’t expecting this soul act to be my cup of tea, but I was pleasantly surprised
when, after a slow start, Fields gradually increased the excitement to stimulate the crowd into a
display of enthusiasm over his lively performance.
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Weather wise, Sunday was a better day, and the music and atmosphere at Jazzfest was good too.
Arriving shortly after noon I just caught the end of one of my old Cajun favourites, D L Menard & the
Louisiana Aces at the Fais Do Do Stage.
I moved along to the major Gentilly Stage for the New Orleans
Classic R & B Recording Revue. First up was Frankie Ford, who
is looking rather fragile nowadays although clearly trying his
best. He was dressed smartly and exuberantly in a yellow suit
and cap, and adorned with his piano keyboard scarf. He still
plays well enough and his voice is pretty good, as was evident
on numbers such as Roberta,
Sea Cruise and Whiskey
Heaven. Al ‘Carnival Time’
Johnson was enjoyable on the
song that gave him his nom de
plume and Hello Josephine amongst others. Clarence ‘Frogman’
Henry sang like a girl and sang like a frog and also included But I
Do in his segment of the show before making way for the dapper
Robert Parker to delight us with his signature song Barefootin’.
Robert Parker© Nick Cobban
After a bite to eat it was time
Irma Thomas © Nick Cobban
for the Soul Queen of New Orleans, with Irma Thomas once
again looking and sounding so good on a selection of songs
from her vast recorded output such as It’s Raining, Wish
Someone Would Care and You Can Have My Husband. There
was also I Done got Over It and Iko Iko to which the crowd, in
their customary manner, waved their handkerchiefs in homage,
and a surprise (to me, at least) rendering of Bob Dylan’s
Forever Young.
Frankie Ford © Nick Cobban

I then caught an interesting interview with bluegrass bigwig Del
McCoury and Ben Jaffe from the Preservation Hall Jazz Band
in the grandstand, before checking out family group Leo Jackson & the Melody Clouds who
pervaded the atmosphere of the gospel tent with their joyful spirit.
The mighty Aaron Neville was a fitting performer with whom to end the 44th New Orleans Jazz &
Heritage Festival. His voice remains pure and undiminished, and his set was heightened by the
inclusion of a bunch of songs from his recent doo-wop covers album – My True Story, Work With
Me Annie, This Magic Moment and Money Honey. Other songs performed included a spine-tingling
A Change Is Gonna Come plus the classic Tell It Like It Is, not to mention Amazing Grace and a
fabulous Goodnite Sweetheart Goodnite. After such a great day we spent a relaxing evening with a
few beers at Carrollton Station, which is not a place where
buses or trains arrive and depart, but a pleasant saloon bar.

All together © Nick Cobban

Our last day in my favourite city
was spent buying a few CDs and
gifts at the French market before
meeting up with Ken Major’s
arriving group consisting of
Woodies Gordon Fleming, Dave &
Julie Thomas and the two Brendas
(Gunn & Guest). We all enjoyed a
meal at Mulates - I had a tasty crawfish ettouffee - where a
band was playing.

I wish to record my thanks to travelling companions Alan Lloyd, John Howard and Nick Cobban for
contributing to such an enjoyable fortnight.
Lee Wilkinson (with pictures by Nick Cobban)
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Historic Ramblings of a Jazz Aficionado
Preservation Hall
Anyone who visits New Orleans will, on the first or second night, go to Preservation Hall either out
of curiosity or reverence. If you were to ask them when Preservation Hall started producing shows,
you would receive various answers. In 1920 or 1930 would probably feature, and 1961 when it
opened would be another way down the list.
I first went in 1965, and was amazed at the beautiful
slow measured pace of the music, unlike the British
Trad jazz. There was no entrance fee, just a voluntary
donation in a cap! The musicians were elderly and
played as if in a dream, but certainly all the right notes
in the right order! After four hours the band took a rest
and then it all started again. A Preservation Hall style of
playing was encouraged and still continues to the
present day.
The official opening of the Hall occurred on 10th June
1961. Previous to that recordings had taken place in the Courtyard. Ken Mills and Barbara Reid
combined to get things started. Opening from Wednesday through until Sunday the early star was
Kid Thomas on trumpet, a legend of New Orleans music. But disputes were marring what should
have been a joyous time, from arguments about lack of an entry fee, to many customers not giving
donations. The Hall closed in September 1961.
The saviours of the Hall were Allan and Sandra Jaffe. Ken Mills wanted out and a seamless
transition took place. The bands for the last half of September 1961 read like a roll call of New
Orleans greats, and this continued throughout the remainder of 1961. A great deal of publicity
helped to keep this moving, but the financial position was precarious. Many of the older musicians
were delighted to play regularly again, and give the new venture a chance to grow.
Kid Thomas, Punch Miller, Peter Bocage, Jim Robinson. Percy Humphrey, George Lewis, Sweet
Emma, Willie Humphrey, Alcide (Slow Drag) Pavageau, all with their bands, enchanted customers
and raised the status of the Hall. It was the management of Alan Jaffe which maintained the Hall,
he always put the musicians first rather than the customers.
Preservation Hall looked the same in 1981 as it had done in 1961. In 1984 Allan Jaffe bought the
freehold for $600,000. Competitors came and went, Southland Hall and Dixieland Hall, both closed
before 1973. Allan Jaffe realised as soon as he took over that touring would really give the
musicians the financial backing they deserved. In 1963 Preservation Hall bands set off to
Minneapolis, then to Japan, but most of all to California. This set a trend which carried on through
the ‘70s and ‘80s as the bands travelled the world.
In the early 1980s new musicians began to appear on the scene and take slots with the bands
playing at Preservation Hall. Some were related to the older players, some were white. The bands
started to change. Then in 1987 Allan Jaffe died of melanoma, and Sandra took over the running of
the Hall, and it remains supreme in New Orleans, and long may it continue to do so. It is totally
unique and brilliant.
Two lasting memories of mine, firstly is seeing Dave Bartholomew as leader then realising Frank
Fields was playing bass. When I congratulated him on his brilliant playing on Blueberry Hill, he was
genuinely pleased, a lovely moment, I still have an LP with his autograph on. I also remember talking
to the banjo player who had sung “sit right down and scratch myself
a letter”! He recounted how he had lost all his money on women and
c
the horses. Hopefully he was now in a better place!

Ian M Neil
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For some reason this gig, and indeed the fact that this one-time Crickets vocalist was even in the
country, seemed to be a well-kept secret. I only found out about the show a few days prior to it
happening when I received a text from one of my old Teddy Boy pals in East Lancashire who had,
by chance, seen him on breakfast TV that morning, plus an email from our membership secretary
Ken Major corroborating the facts.
I was, therefore, somewhat surprised to find a decent sized crowd present for this rare UK
appearance of the man born Jerry Naylor Jackson in Chalk Mountain, Texas on March 6, 1939, who
was the voice of the Crickets for much of the early sixties. Apparently he had performed at
Liverpool’s Cavern Club the previous week and was due to play in Middlesbrough the next night.
Anyway, shortly after 8pm Jerry Naylor appeared on the Half Moon stage, standing in front of a
music stand holding what he referred to as his “cheat sheet”. Two guys with guitars - one sitting on
either side of him - were to provide the only accompaniment. As Naylor explained, he wanted it to
sound “just like in the recording studio”.
The opening number was I’m Not A Bad Guy - the flip side of the Crickets’ Don’t Ever Change, on
which single Naylor appeared, followed by a new song - Beautiful Girls.
He came across as a cheerful chappie possessing a pretty good voice, with his guitar players also
supplying sympathetic vocal backing. Another newie was a Peggy Sue sequel - I Still Love You
Peggy Sue - replete with sing along refrain. Two songs Naylor and the Crickets featured in the 1962
pop music film Just For Fun - My Little Girl and Teardrops Fell Like Rain - were also performed in
fine style.
With a new album set for release Naylor
showcased another track from it - Please Don’t
Walk Away - followed by the biggest hit he ever
sang as a Cricket, Don’t Ever Change, which
stimulated some audience participation. It still
sounded good too, even without the lovely drum
beat of the original cut. His two onstage cohorts
- Keith Sommers, who produced the new CD
and Nathan Khyber - were in tune with him on a
nifty version of the Everly Brothers’ biggie Bye
Bye Love. Then, as perhaps could have been
anticipated, several Buddy Holly classics
ensued including Maybe Baby, Everyday and
Oh Boy!
All in all this was a thoroughly enjoyable evening
of the lighter, more melodic style of Rock’n’Roll,
which I feel sure would suit fans of Holly and the
Crickets. Jerry Naylor put on a pleasing,
professional performance, and I believe plans
are afoot for him to return in the autumn with a
band.
With thanks to Johnny Hop at UK Rock for
facilitating my attendance at this recital.
Joe B Mauldin - Jerry Allison - Jerry Naylor
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Lee Wilkinson

I was sitting at home, reminiscing with a friend about my past life. I gazed
thoughtfully into the fire (the fire was in my next door neighbour's house
but as I have always hated the bugger, I didn't call the Fire Brigade.)
I said, “When I was in the SAS...” My friend gave me a startled look and then began to laugh
hysterically. “Very funny!” he gasped.
I looked at him coldly. “What's so funny, then?” I demanded.
“You in the SAS,” he replied. “You, with your bald head, prosthetic legs, glass eye, and paunch. And
you are only 30 years old!”
“I was in the SAS,” I insisted. “As you know, they are renowned for their courage, daring and
professionalism. But not so well-known is that they are also masters of disguise.” I pointed to myself
and shook my colostomy bag in his face. “As you see.”
When I joined the SAS, I passed the initial test and was sent to the Brecon Beacons for intensive
training. We were taught unarmed combat but as we all had arms, it was no good. Then we were
trained how to storm and capture nunneries, betting shops, brothels, off-licences and massage
parlours. The use of the deadly Heckler and Koch X375 “Pacifier” weapon (aka “a table leg”) was
explained.
Our instructor, Sub-lieutenant (don't know how a submariner ended up in the SAS) Alphonse “Taffy”
O'Macdonald (this wasn't his real name, of course. His real name was “Anon.”) subjected us to
gruelling route marches carrying 250lbs on our backs.
I vividly recall that one of our squad once turned up late and explained, “Sorry, Sarge, my compass
stopped.” There are no supermarkets on the Beacons so we had to carry all our supplies, from
corned beef to condoms. As there aren't any women there, either, we used the condoms to pee in,
while marching. Once we had a visit from another officer who said to Commander Alphonse “I need
to see your number 2.” Boy, did he get an unpleasant surprise!
Not that the training was all work and no play. Plenty of boozy, convivial nights in the officers' mess
(they never cleaned it up) singing the regimental song “A boot in the bollocks beats them all, beats
them all.”
Our first mission was to free 25 hostages held by a militant Muslim group in the lounge of Heathrow.
The men had discovered that none of the snacks in the cafe had been prepared according to Sharia
law. They demanded 72 virgins each (gift-wrapped) and a plane back to Baghdad. Mrs Thatcher
commented: “The plane is the easy bit. The virgins, well, that might take a lot longer...”
Everyone recalls the dramatic scene when I burst out of the lounge, dragging 25 people on a trolley.
It was only when I reached safety that I realised that I had made a terrible mistake. I had rescued
all the terrorists!
The hostages left behind were very nice about it. For the rest of their lives (five minutes) they did not
bear me any grudge.
The incident was hushed up at the time and I was awarded the coveted “flying dagger” badge at last.
However, have you ever tried to catch a flying dagger? Even if you do, you cut yourself badly! This
is an example of the sick humour of the SAS.
You recall the city riots a few years ago? You know, the hoodies - young vandals and looters who
ran wild and smashed windows, set fire to big stores and stole consumer goods? The situation
overwhelmed the police so the SAS were sent in. However, the commander had forgotten that the
SAS themselves wear hoods or masks, which created a lot of confusion.
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The police Chief Superintendent thought he had solved the problem. “It's simple,” he said. The
looters are the ones carrying expensive TVs, top-of-the-range hi-fis, Blackberries, designer clothes,
Rolex watches etc.
“No,” I replied. “Those people are the SAS.” “What!” he yelled. “Yes,” I replied. “The SAS have a very
hard and dangerous job – you wouldn't begrudge them a few perks, would you?”
The Chief Superintendent reluctantly agreed and we watched them loading their presents into a
large white van. As the last SAS man climbed into the driving seat, the Superintendent suddenly
shouted: “That's my bloody van they are stealing!”
I smiled sympathetically and gave the signal to my brave lads: “Go! Go! Go!” They went.
Ex SAS

If you like Ruth Brown, Big Maybelle, LaVern Baker, Dinah
Washington etc. etc., then this new release from GVC (Great
Voices of the Century) will certainly appeal to you and all lovers of
New York City R&B from the early fifties to the early sixties.
Varetta’s recording career covered the period 1951-61 and 28
singles were issued during that time (or 28 and a half, but more of
that later!). She had three R&B hits on Savoy and a few regional
sellers and that was it.
Disc 1 contains the 14 singles issued on Savoy between 1951-56
plus a 1952 track that first saw issue in 1977 when Arista records
released a number of albums on the “Savoy Jazz” label. All feature
top NYC session men such as Mickey Baker, Buddy Tate, Budd
Johnson, Heywood Henry, Sam Taylor etc. but not all together. Actually four of the tracks were cut
in Detroit with local musicians, but you’d be hard pushed to tell the difference.
Disc 2 contains the 14 singles issued between 1956-61 on Groove, RCA Victor, Triumph and Cub
plus, as a bonus, a withdrawn Cub 45. These tracks had a very commercial sound (especially the
Groove and RCA Victor items) but none hit, perhaps not R&B enough and not “pop” enough.
However, the quality is there. Again top NYC session men are present.
After Cub records in 1961, that was the end of Varetta’s recording career.
Referring back to my 28 and a half comment, Varetta was featured on one side of a Savoy single
by H-Bomb Ferguson as a duet partner. Would have been nice for this to have been included. Don’t
fret too much, 59 tracks for under a tenner is really decent value, especially stuff of this quality.
Gordon Fleming
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LOUISIANA
At Yesterdays Club in Lake Charles we were treated to a Jivin’ Gene plus guests evening. Again we
were welcomed like celebrities and had a really good time in this comfortable club with its huge
dance floor, bar and tables. JIN label swamp rocker Johnny Bersin arrived fresh from his casino job,
Connie and daughter greeted as long lost friends, as did Gene (Cindy Lou), Terry, Ronnie Bennett
and Ken “Mr. Swamp Pop” Marvel and his band, the band leader, recordist and writer. A legend in
his own time. We were treated to four hours of great rock and roll proving that everything is big and
more of it near the Texas border. Fortunately we had booked in to a nearby hotel, so no weary drive
home.
In New Orleans, Woodie contributors Patty Lee and legendary
pianist husband Armand St. Martin were overwhelmingly
hospitable to the group, and suggested all kinds of activities for us
- only a few of which we were able to do. Notable was a club jam
session at Melvin’s where a number of superlative musicians
including Armand performed. The drinks were cheap, leading to
Gordon relaxing quite a lot of his usual formality. A local character
took a shine to Julie and we took advantage of a lull when he took
a nap on the pool table to depart in one piece.
We met up with Nick Cobban, Alan Lloyd, Lee Wilkinson and John Howard in The Crescent City
Brewery for a beer. The waiter took especial pains to get us together as a group - as it transpired to give us a huge surcharge on the overpriced beverage. Woodies of course will have none of this
and a dialogue was instigated which came to a pricing compromise. I can still see Ken drinking the
beer which he wasn't enjoying - and in fact was delicious - on the principle that he had paid for it.
Needless to say we went elsewhere to eat in the famous Mulates restaurant which had the Cajun
band La Touche.
Armand packed us six into his waggon and we ate at
Deanie’s fish restaurant also with Jay and Paula at
nearby Lake Pontchartrain. A lovely drive where we
bewildered the local fisherman by taking group photos
with the setting sun. Armand was kind enough to ferry
us around New Orleans despite an ankle injury. The
fish restaurant was delightful and all except Jay and
Paula went to Patty and Armand's lovely old house for
tea and cake. Instruction was given as to the use of
boiling - not hot - water which we had found to be a
real cultural problem throughout the US.
Patty had arranged a serendipitous lunch with the soul
singer Charles Brimmer and his beautiful wife Andrea
who was a daughter of Fats Domino. This was held in a side room at Dooky Chase's which is a
celebrated black restaurant with a civil rights heritage. During the tasty meal we chatted and
discovered that Charles Brimmer left the music industry after
becoming disillusioned by not being paid his dues. Now he has
spent his life as sports coach for local schools, building up a
thriving construction business, and is going to return to music for
his own interest. Those Woodies at the Ponderosa Stomp this
year will be privileged to be able to see him. Charles's wife shyly
treated us to personal family photographs and videos from her
phone which included those of her dad. As if this wasn't enough,
on the way out we saw Armand jamming with the elderly Dooky
Dining at Deanie’s
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who had been a well-known band leader in earlier years.
Another magical encounter on this fantastic TFTW Stompin'
USA 2013 tour.
Ferriday and the Jerry Lee Lewis childhood family home
was an eye opener, and gave a real feel of his humble
beginnings. Jerry’s older sister Frankie Jean was a real
character and filled in lots of Jerry’s detail I didn't know,
although I had seen Jerry at the Regal, Edmonton in 1958.
We arrived late so were not able to visit the other Ferriday
museum. The drive-in store is now gone although is
expected to re-open in a couple of months. Up on the wall
is the photo of Ken and many Stompers who visited Jerry
at his Nesbit ranch many years ago.
MISSISSIPPI
On to Vicksberg and an overnight stay at Corners, a plantation mansion I had heard lots of good
reports about. The tour given by the owner was really informative and very positive about slavery I was almost won over with her tales of skilled slaves being treated like family members. As for the
long staircase - well frankly my dear, I didn't give a damn since Ken kindly took my suitcase up. The
food was plentiful, if not really to my taste, and I couldn't help noticing that the owner ate little of it.
The ambience there was second to none and Brenda and I wafted through the spacious rooms
imagining we were Southern Belles with 18 inch waists. This was quite a leap of imagination after
all the food we had eaten! Because we arrived there late we did not have time for the B-B-Q and
party which was laid on for us, so we ate inside. The house overlooks the railroad and mighty
Mississippi river and many Stompers will remember the previous visit and live music party.
The following morning on the way to a Clarksdale
hotel I purchased a fold up chair for the outdoors
so-called Delta Rockabilly Festival held in Helena,
Arkansas. Of all the events this was my least favourite
in prospect as I am not a staunch Rockabilly fan and
soon tire of it. However, I shouldn't have worried as
Rockabilly was scarcely represented, but there was
great music over the two days from the excellent Stan
Perkins (Carl’s son), Rita Russell (probably the best),
Sleepy La Beef, Sonny Burgess, the pounding Linda
Gail Lewis and Wanda Jackson to name but a few. It
wasn't crowded - no more than 100 on both the Friday
and Saturday. The locals were friendly, donating
sandwiches and loaning Ken a chair. The only
residents whose company I did not relish were the mosquitoes who left their mark on me and others
despite my application of jungle wipes.
The last day were spent in Clarksdale at a hotel recommended by Dave, and we went to Red’s, a
tourist “juke joint”, to see the blues singer Watermelon Slim again also on the recommendation of
Dave. Famously where Brian “Bunter” Clark drummed with the local black band on a previous TFTW
Stompin’ trip. Gordon remarked first on the surreal atmosphere caused by the nature of the
audience, who were very serious and intense, like 1960's students. The blues was ”allwite”, plenty
of slide and harmonica, and after a couple of hours of songs such as "I'm a cynical old bastard" I
was longing for some boogie woogie. The old blues singer was white and looked craggy, and old as
befits the role. I gave an askance glance to Ken when Slim confided to the audience he had just
celebrated his 64th birthday. It is a bit depressing when the old blues player is years younger than
us! We left to avoid suicidal thoughts and have a rare early night.
Ken had a pleasant surprise when Amanda Gresham who runs the Delta Music Experience (DME)
company appeared at the hotel, and Stompers will remember the great coach tour they had with the
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DME and the Hopson Plantation accommodation which was a bit too authentic for some wimps!
Amanda said she had a tour fixed for October this year.
TENNESSEE

The final Monday and another excellent hotel chosen by Dave. I had my first trip to Sun Studios and
Gracelands which is a must see, and I was delighted with the experience. Ken kindly forfeited any
new interests I'm sure he had to accompany me and I was very grateful. A tram ride to Beale Street
to see the newly opened Jerry Lee Lewis café which was short of atmosphere due to the wide
screen and an all-male “netball” match (Ken’s words). It is a large bar, free entrance with lots of
Jerry’s photos on the walls plus piano. The empty DJ’s console did have at least one JLL CD. The
group’s "last supper" found us in the Blues City Cafe serving us a worthy last meal.
All too soon our TFTW Stompin' USA 2013 trip was over and all that is left is wonderful memories.
There is lots more to be written by others and I've left out most of the specifics. I must thank all my
companions for all the fun and help and driving done - over 2,500 miles! To Gordon for borrowing a
satnav which stopped us from going wrong so many times, and for telling us when we were now
passing Walmart - to which we responded "Why?" To Dave for so much knowledge and for being
Ken’s eyes as he drove home. Ken had recent eye surgery but it did not stop him driving the drinkers
home. To Julie for being so much fun and a great new friend. To Brenda for all the fun and hysterical
laughter unseemly in two matrons, plus saving me lots of money by rooming with me. To Ken for
this great swansong trip.
Brenda Guest

Sharp As A Switchblade
Paul Barrett
Rock'n'Roll Enterprises
(est. circa 1960)

For all pre-Beatles Rock'n'Roll, coast to coast and world wide.
From the Jets to Crazy Cavan, Si Cranstoun and Band to Matchbox, Wee Willie Harris
to The Atlantics. With Gene Summers, Roddy Jackson, Linda Gail Lewis, Jack Scott,
Ray Campi, Mac Curtis, Charlie Gracie,
As well as the Incredible Roy Young and Band, Alvin Stardust, Shane Fenton
and, from Germany, the Lennerockers

One call, book 'em all.
Tel: 02920 704279, Fax: 02920 709989
e-mail: barrettrocknroll@ntlworld.com
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Whilst on our TFTW Stompin' USA
2013 trip with Ken Major and fellow
stompers we had the pleasure of
going to Dooky Chase's Restaurant
in New Orleans which serves a
wonderful array of Creole & Soul
food and atmosphere full of local art.
Our chauffeur for the day was New
Orleans piano man Armand St.
Martin and his wife Patty Lee.
Primarily we were there to meet up
with Andrea Domino, daughter of
Fats Domino and wife of Charles
Brimmer. We all arrived at the
specified time and after quick hellos
we were taken into a private dining
room and given a short history of the
restaurant by the head waiter. Many years ago it had seen customers, such as Ray Charles, Duke
Ellington and Martin Luther King Jr, eat there, as it was one of the very few restaurants where black
and white people could mix socially and dine together even though it was illegal during the 1960s.
Charles and I got into a conversation very quickly about his life and music. Charles was born in 1948
in the 9th Ward in New Orleans and grew up there. Charles told me he was a member of a school
group known as The Ravens but alas, they did not record anything. Charles told me his first single
was produced by Wardell Quezergue "The Glide" on ABS and backed by "I Need You, I Do" which
was recorded at Cosimo Matassa's, 525 Governor
Nicholls Street, N.O. At this point I asked Charles about
"My Little Baby" which is claimed to be his first recording
cut in New York and credited to Charles & Ivory on
Geneva Records. Charles seemed to not be able recall
it with absolutely accuracy. Charles could not recall
when it was recorded but thinks it was recorded in New
Orleans and was sent to the record company as a demo
by Senator Jones and they had then put it out unknown
to Charles at the time. On listening to the record it
certainly sounds like it is from New Orleans. Charles told
Dave with Charles
me that Ivory was his brother.
Charles signed to Dave Bartholomew's record label Broadmoor, around the same time he started
working with a hot group around New Orleans, David Battiste & The Gladiators. The first single with
Broadmoor was "Now She's Gone, Gone" backed by "Black Is Beautiful" issued in 1967. The A side
was written by Charles and, although the record did not sell well, Charles told me it was played at
the time and got a good response. It was his second release on Broadmoor that started to get him
noticed "The Feeling Is In My Heart" which was a small regional hit. Although Charles had a further
single with Broadmoor "What You Got" he fell out with Dave Bartholomew over Charles’ desire to
record an album. Dave Bartholomew had to close The Broadmoor label down around this time due
to Dover Records, its distributor, going out of business.
The next couple of years saw Charles still performing around New Orleans and in 1970 or 71 he
teamed up with Oliver and the Rocketts. It was also around this time Senator Jones came into
contact with Charles and signed him up for his new record label Hep' Me. "Afflicted" backed by "So
Called Friends" was the second release on Hep' Me records and Charles’ first on the label; it also
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got a lot of local attention. Willie Mitchell noticed
the interest in this release and offered a deal of
an album but it didn’t go ahead due to Broadmoor
claiming they had the rights to an album. I am not
sure if this is correct as Broadmoor had been
closed for a couple of years. Anyway this wrangle
stopped Charles temporarily from putting more
singles out.
Charles then started his own label Brimco, and
put out "I'm Gonna Forget About You" and he
also got involved with Jenmark Records which
was a subsidiary of Hep' Me and produced two
records on Lonnie Jones and one on Dennis Lee.

Charles & Andrea Brimmer

Charles got back to recording in 1974 with the release of "Kung-Fu Man" on Senator Jones’ JB label,
which sank very quickly. The next release was the one that was to get Charles noticed nationally,
"The New God Bless Our Love" on JB's. Senator was a wheeler dealer and as this song started to
sell well, Senator was out of his depth and could not finance the record but after a local distributor
got in touch with Chelsea Records in Los Angeles, Chelsea leased the record and it managed to get
to #43 in the R&B chart and again two years later to #98. Although in the South it probably did very
much better.
"I Stand Accused" followed on Chelsea which did get reissued on Special Agent in the UK, with "God
Bless Our Love". Two albums appeared on Chelsea, "Expression of Soul" and "Soulman"; a couple
more singles followed as well, "Please Let Me Come Home" and "I Wanna Be Your Bread Winner".
Charles by now was becoming frustrated at the lack of money coming from Chelsea. Flying to Los
Angeles Charles went to Chelsea records to demand his money; they produced paperwork to show
that they had paid royalties to Senator Jones but Senator never passed on the money to Charles.
This left a bitter taste in Charles, and to this day he has never signed with anybody else.
Charles had trained as an accountant as well as a teacher in maths. Although Charles stayed in Los
Angeles he started an Industrial Cleaning Firm, only recording once, a single called "Show & Tell"
which only got released in 2000 on Hayley Records in the UK. In 1986 Charles relocated his firm
and himself back to New Orleans due to his poorly parents. In that year one more single on Brimco
was released "Freedom Overspill". An album released by Charly in the UK in 1986 "Brimful of Soul"
was a straight issue of "Soulman" but with new covers and sleeve notes.
Charles told me that he was friends with King Floyd and was offered "Groove Me" to record,
although Charles did not record it, the record went on to be a #1 pop hit when King Floyd released.
Charles told me the story of the boat Fats Domino had in his back yard; he had a bung in the boat
as every time it rained the boat would fill up with water, so they took the bung out and put it safely
somewhere. When Katrina came they could not find the bung and the boat got flooded. Charles was
with Fats Domino when he was rescued from his house in New Orleans. Charles was also the first
person back to Fats’ house trying to rescue stuff from the house. Fats’ white Steinway grand piano
that was ruined in Katrina has now seen a happy ending as it has been restored and now sits in the
Old U.S. Mint in New Orleans after donations from Tipitina’s Foundation, the Rock and Roll Hall of
Fame and even Paul McCartney.
Also if you go to Youtube there is a PBS News Hour segment about cleaning up the Lower Ninth
Ward featuring Charles Brimmer as a resident and not once or anywhere does it mention about
Charles being a famous soul singer from New Orleans. Finally if you thought you might never be
able to see Charles perform, I have some great news; he will be appearing at the Ponderosa Stomp
in New Orleans in October. Charles has told me he is busy in rehearsal training his voice for his
performance in between running a very successful construction firm in New Orleans.
Words & Pictures by Dave Thomas
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© Paul Harris

Liverpool legend Karl Terry is an act once seen never
forgotten due to his wild show with him doing the splits and
tearing up the stage with his crazy antics and rapport with his
audience.
Like myself and our very own Keith Woods, Karl is a Gene
Vincent fanatic and he called his backing band the after a
Vincent album track Cruising.
When Karl first went to France and Germany to work the
American army and air force bases he sounded like Perry
Como but because of the very long hours required on stage
each night returned home sounding like a cross between Tony
Sheridan and James Brown.
He later returned to Germany to play the Star Clubs in
Hamburg and Luxembourg, now able to do justice to his
heroes including Al Jolson, Bill Haley, Fats Domino and Ray
Charles and became close friends with fellow musos Kingsize
(Ted) Taylor, band member from the Dominoes Bobby
Thompson and original Beatles drummer Pete Best.

Karl has recorded 14 original songs on four albums and CDs plus the
classic Haunted House on green vinyl and also recorded the last
Merseybeat vinyl album ‘Rock’n’Roll That’s All’ that he cut in
Germany.
One of his original songs, the sensational Cigarettes, Cold Beer
And Sexy Ladies, is always a feature of his live shows. During
his long career Karl has appeared on bills with legendary names
such as The Beatles, Tom Jones, Gene Vincent, Brenda Lee,
Johnny Kidd and the Pirates, P J Proby, Dusty Springfield and
Aretha Franklin.
Halfway through one show he noticed Aretha in the audience
and invited her on stage to sign a couple of numbers then had
the unenjoyable task of having to follow the legend to finish his
spot.
He has appeared in movies and television supporting stars such
as Rod Steiger, Barbra Streisand and Anthony (Psycho) Perkins
among many others.
In 1961 the NME had a write up on a show at Litherland Town Hall for the 19th October featuring the
Beatmakers for a one-off show. The band was in fact The Beatles and Gerry and the Pacemakers
with a line-up of Gerry Marsden and George Harrison (lead guitars), Paul McCartney (rhythm
guitar), Johnny Lennon (piano), Les Chadwick (bass guitar), Les Maguire (sax) and Pete Best and
Freddy Marsden (drums) featuring lead vocalist Karl Terry from the Cruisers.
To end his show Karl usually finishes with the Bobby Rydell/Wee Willie Harris classic Wild One.
I can’t think of a better sentiment than that.
Gordon Robinson
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NEW ORLEANS SECOND LINE
by Patty Lee and Armand St. Martin
This column, written by husband-wife team Patty Lee and Armand St. Martin, features Roots News From
The Crescent City - - A flavorful gumbo of who's who and what's what of New Orleans Music

Howdy from New Orleans! We are mid-way into our simmering summertime with festivals filling
humid August and September calendars with fun-going folks for
on-going upbeat experiences.
White Linen Night in New Orleans draws 35,000 and is always a
big bunch of free fun the first Saturday of each August with folks,
in their white linen suits, dresses, and hats, strolling Julia Street
("The Soho of the South") in the Central Business District of the
American Sector. Attendees rove in and out of upscale art
galleries while sipping wine and enjoying music set up on stages
in the street. As tradition has it, white linen outfits were worn in
the summer in the deep south going
back several centuries as a way to
combat the heat back in the days of
using carriages, walking, and riding
on horseback as the only means of
transportation.
In 1994, this idea of wearing white
linen in New Orleans in the summer
was resurrected with the World's Fair
and has been a tradition ever since.
Most New Orleans' gentlemen have
White Linen Night
one or more white linen suits in their
closets. It is not unusual to see New
Orleanians sporting their white linen suits for meetings, parties, special
Armand St. Martin sports
occasions, weddings, receptions, and even in bars, both uptown and
his White Linen Suit
downtown. The key to wearing a white linen suit is to not drink red wine
Photo by Patty Lee.
while dancing too wildly to live music.
After the French Quarter's traditional White Linen Night
concludes, it is followed up days later by the Dirty Linen Night for
all those who forgot to not drink red wine while dancing to New
Orleans music. The Red Dress Run falls on the same weekend
in the Crescent City as Dirty Linen Night, along with the Blessing
of the Fleet in Chalmette, and the New Orleans Hot Sauce and
Gourmet Food Show in Kenner. Every New Orleans special
event is guaranteed to have live music.
The Red Dress Run, August 10th, has as many men and women
participants in red dresses as the white linen night has in white,
with the exception that "even the men are traditionally in red
dresses." Only in New Orleans! Music this year will fill the air by
Dash Rip Rock and Cowboy Mouth, before and after this brightred 4 mile run.

Red Dress Run

A free outdoor festival devoted to music in August is the 13th
Annual Satchmo Summerfest, sponsored by the French Quarter
Festivals, Inc. This is the same organization that brings New
Orleans its annual French Quarter Fest in the springtime, pre56

Jazz Fest. For an added ticket price, lectures by
jazz legends and seminars by jazz scholars are
conducted in the Old U.S. Mint for this festival. More
free outdoor music can be enjoyed on the Mint
grounds and throughout the French Quarter, with
activities offering bands, second-lines, and musicoriented events for all ages. This Fest honors the
likes of "Louis Armstrong, Sidney Bechet, George
Lewis, and Danny Barker."
Live sets include the Dukes of Dixieland, James
Andrews, Wendell Brunious, Ellis Marsalis, the
Preservation Hall Brass Band, the New Birth Brass
Band, the Palmetto Bug Stompers, the Lars
Edegran Ragtime Orchestra featuring 102 year old
Lionel Ferbos, and Allen Toussaint, to list a few. Armand St. Martin shared the stage with Allen
(Lionel Ferbos is going strong in regular concerts Toussaint last summer, outdoors at Rock n
Bowl.
even at his age! And, legendary Allen Toussaint is
Photo
by
Patty Lee.
performing more and more frequently these days in
public. The only famous local face rarely enjoyed in
concert is still Fats Domino.) Last year the Satchmo Summerfest entertained over 27,000.
Heat and humidity don't seem to deter Louisiana festival goers, promoters, or participants, so
August also hosts the Hot Air Balloon Championship in Baton Rouge, the Shrimp Festival in
Delcambre, the Deep South Rodeo in Winnsboro, "Le Cajun" - Cajun French Music Association
Festival and Awards in Lafayette, the Duck Festival in Gueydon, the Pecan Ridge Bluegrass
Festival in Jackson, and even the Krewe of Oak Mid-Summer Mardi Gras Parade in New Orleans all with food, fun, and lots of live music entertainment. September provides more of the excitingsame, with the Alligator Festival in Luling, the Great Southern R.V. Bluegrass Fest in Angie, the
Ark-La-Miss Fair in Monroe, the Hickory Grove Bluegrass Weekend in Deville (for over 30 years as
a 3-day event), and the 31st Annual Original Southwest Louisiana Zydeco Festival in Plaisance
(with this year's theme: "Bringing It Back to the Roots, Celebrate the Year of Music"; past video).
There's also the popular Cane River Zydeco Festival in Natchitoches, the Celebration of Butterflies
in Haynesville, BooZoo's Dog Hill Day in Iowa (yes that's Iowa, Louisiana!), the Cajun Music Festival
in New Iberia, the Creole Zydeco Festival in St. Martinville, the Fleur-de-lis Fest in Mandeville, the
Tangipahoa Parish Fair in Amite, and so forth. Louisiana was born for festivals.
Recently at a festival, Armand St. Martin set aside his New Orleans Rock'n'Roll piano style and
performed his original French Impressionist piano pieces
on the grand piano for the VIP Patron Party for the
Summer Wine Fest in downtown New Orleans with over
600 in attendance for this fundraiser for the French
American Chamber of Commerce at the Shops at Canal
Place. (Last spring as reported previously, St. Martin
performed for this same organization for their annual
banquet where Irma Thomas and St. Martin performed
"You Are My Sunshine," a song co-penned in 1939 by
Louisiana's former singing Governor Jimmie Davis who
also recorded this popular song.)

Last Ponderosa Stomp 2011, Armand
St. Martin and Billy Boy Arnold.
Photo by Patty Lee.

The Ponderosa Stomp (Festival) 2013 isn't until October
3-5 this year but the line-up is firmed up, with music
performance confirmations for the big concert at Rock 'n'
Bowl, with notables such as Maxine Brown, Chris Clark,
Richard Caiton, Gino Parks, Spencer Wiggins, Bobby
Crown, George Perkins, Charlie Gracie, James
Alexander, and Fats Domino's son-in-law Charles
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Brimmer, plus more. Armand St. Martin, the guest piano
player for the last Stomp held in 2011, sizzled on keyboards
for legends Lavelle White, Joe Clay, Billy Boy Arnold, Jay
Cheavlier, Clifford Curry, and Big Joe McNeely, with many
Woodies and Stompers in the audience. St. Martin has been
invited back by producer/promoter Ira Padnos for the 2013
Stomp as the guest piano player for Chris Clark, Baby
Washington, and Maxine Brown, and as organist for Charles
Brimmer, who St. Martin knows personally.
The 2013 Stompers, headed up by Ken Major, joined Patty
Lee and Armand St. Martin for a leisurely lunch with Charles
Brimmer and his wife, Andrea Domino Brimmer at Dooky
Chase. Andrea was generous in sharing Fats' stories and
also some of her photos of her father on her cell phone. This
Fats Domino's daughter, Andrea, and link captures a few of Brimmer's many music
husband, Charles Brimmer at Dooky accomplishments.
Chase 2013.
"I can't wait to play with this group of legends," St. Martin
Photo by Patty Lee.
says, 'especially performing organ on Charles Brimmer's, 'I
Love Her,' 'Your Man's Gonna Be in Trouble' and 'Dedicating My Life to You.'" St. Martin continues,
"I'm set to go on Chris Clark's, 'Love's Gone Bad' and Baby Washington's, 'The Bells,' as well as
working on the subtle parts and fills for Maxine Brown's, 'We'll Cry Together,' 'Oh No, Not My Baby,'
and 'All in My Mind,' along with the last song of her set, 'Gin House Blues.' I really enjoy Baby
Washington's 'The Time, and 'Work Out'. It's impossible to pick favorites! I enjoy all their hits. I like
anything that is American roots music." This is just a smattering of the songs that will be performed
by these artists. You heard it first at TFTW. Many more artists are on the Ponderosa billing.
so stay tuned...

Rock’n’Roll on RADIO CAROLINE
EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT
Between 6pm & 9pm UK time
with your host Dell Richardson & guests!

TO LISTEN ON BROADBAND INTERNET THEN GO TO
EITHER OF OUR WEBSITES ON www.caroline.rockers.co.uk
or www.radiocaroline.co.uk
To tune in your satellite set top box, go here

The Boat That (still) Rocks!
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Welcome to
The 'Tales From The Woods' round up of gigs
where you really need to show your face.
Hi Gang,
Well, last issue we had a long Buzz column that took in Hemsby 50. This issue we are going to keep
it short and sweet, before we hand over to our Dave 'Jazz Junction' Carroll for another edition of his
much admired gig guide. I’d just like to put in a word on behalf of our hard working social secretary
John 'Soulboy’ Jolliffe who has been putting together some wonderful outings for all our members
over the coming weeks ahead along with finding new and interesting watering holes and eateries to
dine. So if you have as yet to join us on one of these events please come and join us. If you live
within a reasonable distance from Central London don't hesitate, I am sure you will have fun meeting
and chatting with so many likeminded folks. You can find further details either within these pages of
this magazine or on our website.
So that's all from me, what's happening Dave you want to tell us about?
The Gig List
Information is obtained from various sources and is hopefully accurate.
The advice ‘check before travelling’ remains sound.
August 2013
16
Friday
The Skatalites
Now down to two original members, Lester Sterling and vocalist Doreen Shaffer, but still worth seeing.
Jazz Café
£18.50
22
Thursday
Joe Louis Walker & His Full American Band + The Aynsley Lister Band
Senior American blues man being supported by British ‘blues phenomenon’ who has ‘youth and good looks’
– obviously without which you can’t play the blues.
The Garage
£19.50 + fees
24
Saturday
Lonnie Liston Smith
Legendary jazz funk man returns with his New Cosmic Echoes (vocalist not mentioned).
Jazz Café
£20
29
Thursday
Lil’ Jimmy Reed
Alabama bluesman Leon Atkins adopted this moniker after substituting for a drunken hero.
The Blues Kitchen, Camden 7.00 pm to 1.00 am Music 9.45 pm
Free
September 2013
2
Monday
The Hackensaw Boys
Entertaining acoustic Americana by eight-piece band from Virginia.
The Borderline
£12.50
2
Monday
Sharon Jones & The Dap-Kings
The hardest working woman in soul music back to give the people what they want.
Islington Assembly Hall
CANCELLED
7
Saturday
Steve James
American folk blues, singer-songwriter, and guitarist. A Brook’s Blues Bar promotion.
Jazz Café Posk, 238-246 King Street W6 0RF
£8
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9
Monday
The Dodge Brothers
This British skiffle ‘n’ blues band recorded its third album at the famous Sun Studio. Go along to discover
what rubbed off.
100 Club
£12.50 + fees
15
Sunday
Doug MacLeod
American singer-songwriter in the country blues tradition ‘who learned from the old masters’.
The Green Note, Camden
£12.50 adv
17
Tuesday
Kelly Joe Phelps
Another American singer-songwriter and fingerpickingly good guitarist with blues influences.
Bush Hall
£17.50 adv
23
Monday
Tony Joe White
Swamp rock, singer-songwriting legend comes out from behind the shades for London gig.
Jazz Café
£23
24
Tuesday
Kent DuChaine
Respected white Delta blues singer and guitarist.
The Blues Kitchen, Camden 7.00 pm to 12.00 pm Music 9.45 pm

Free

25
Wednesday
Royal Southern Brotherhood
Supergroup containing Cyril Neville but travelling down a rocky road.
Under The Bridge
£18.50 + fees
30
Monday
Slaid Cleaves
Cult Americana singer-songwriter at venue whose beer prices have risen exponentially in the last twelve
months.
The Slaughtered Lamb, 34-35 Great Sutton St. Clerkenwell EC1V 0DX £15
October 2013
9
Wednesday
Slaid Cleaves
As above
The Slaughtered Lamb £15
9
Wednesday
Charles Bradley & his Extraordinaires
A swift return for those who missed out on his June appearance at the Islington Assembly Hall.
Koko £20 + fees
12
Saturday
Evelyn ‘Champagne’ King + Linda Clifford
Two soul divas for the price of, well, two. Both representing much more than their disco reputations.
(Rescheduled from June).
Islington Assembly Hall
CANCELLED
17
Thursday
Darden Smith
American singer-songwriter
The Green Note, Camden
£10 adv
20
Sunday
Stefan Grossman
Noted fingerstyle guitarist who learnt from a mouth-watering list of blues greats (all sadly gone).
Half Moon, Putney
£10 adv, £12 door
22
Tuesday
Otis Gibbs
Americana artist still sporting a rural beard and anachronistic view of the world.
The Slaughtered Lamb £12.50
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23
Wednesday
North Mississippi All Stars
The influence of RL Burnside and Junior Kimbrough is behind their latest album whose title is ‘World Boogie Is Coming’ – a bunker alert if ever I heard one.
100 Club
£16.50 + fees
23
Wednesday
Eric Bibb
Folk-blues from Finnish resident.
Queen Elizabeth Hall £15 - £25

2is 9/British Rock'n'Roll Heritage
Show at the Borderline
On Sunday January 26th 2014
Chris Andrews
Mike Berry
Jimmy Powell
Buddy Britten
Lee Curtis
Tales From The Woods Houseband
featuring Sid Phillips
Rockin’ Ricky MC
John Howard DJ
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If you wish to be placed on our mailing list to receive the free on-line magazine (around six issues per annum),
occasional newsletters/round robin emails which advise all our subscribers of items of interest, reductions on all
TFTW gigs/merchandise, also reductions on other selected promotions, automatic invitations to all TFTW social
events, or if you wish to advertise in the UK’s only on-line roots music magazine, please contact

‘Tales from the Woods’
25 Queen Anne Avenue, Bromley, Kent, BR2 0SA
Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to

TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk

All subscribers receive a membership card. For those who do not possess a computer we send out black
and white paper copies of the mag which will incur a fee of £10 per year.

Remember - you’re only young twice...... Keith Woods
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